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INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
PROGRAMME
for
SESSION 1950-51
AUTUMN TERM:
Monday, 4th September, to Wednesday, 20th December, 1950.
Full-time Day Course Enrolments: Week commencing
4th September.
Part-time Day Course Enrolments: Week commencing
11th September.
Evening Course Enrolments: Week commencing 18th Sept.
Autumn Term Examinations commence 11th December.
LENT TERM:
Monday, 8th January, to Monday, 30th April, 1951.
Term Course Enrolments: Week commencing 1st January.
Lent Term Examinations commence 16th April.
SUMMER TERM:
Tuesday, 1st May, to Friday, 13th July, 1951.
Term Course Enrolments: Week commencing 30th April.
Sessional Examinations: 4th June to 18th June.
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ADVISORY AND EDUCATION SUB-COMMITTEES.,
SCHOOL OF BAKERY
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L. DONOHOE
C. ENGLISH
THE PRINCIPAL.
8CITY OF DUBLIN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
COMMITTEE
GENERAL REGULATIONS FOR THE SCHOOLS AND
CLASSES OPERATING UNDER THE AUTHORITY
OF THE COMMITTEE
1. ADMISSION AND ENROLMENT
(a) In general, applicants for admission to the Classes and Courses
must be not less than lof years of age. but admission to a whole-
time Day Course may be granted where the applicant is over 13
years of age and has been enrolled for at least one year in the Sixth
Standard of a Primary School. This Regulation does not apply to
the School of Music or Colaiste Muire. Cathal Brugha Street.
(b) The Committee in accordance with the means and facilities
at its dispo al, has provided classes for the sole purpose of
supplementing the practical trade training of persons actually
empLoyed at and engaged in the various operations of the trade and
whose employment as such is accepted by the recognised Unions of
the trades concerned.
(c) In determining whether an applicant for admission to one of
these practical trade classes complies with the above conditions the
Committee is guided. where necessary. by the evidence supplied by
the Masters' Associations and the official Trade Unions of the trade
concerned.
(d) AdmissLon to a particular class or course is subject to the
published regulations relative to that class or course.
(e) One month after the opening date of classes or courses students
will be permitted to enrol only with the special permission of the
School Authority.
9(j) Pupils in attendance at Primary and Secondary Schools are
not eligible for enrolment except by special permission of the School
Authority.
(g) The educational fitne s of a student to enrol in a particular
cour e may be decided by an examination or other means considered
necessary.
(h) A student is not entitled to enrol in a class or course which
the School Authority decide is too advanced for his/her standard of
knowledge.
(i) Enrolment procedure:
(i) Intending students must enter on the Enrolment Form
supplied all the information required by the School
Authority.
(ii) The classes or courses to be taken are decided 111 inter-
view with a member of the School Staff.
(iii) The appropriate fee is then paid to an officer of the
Committee and a receipt issued therefor. A student who
pays a fee must insist that he receives an official receipt
for the amount of the fee paid.
(iv) The appropriate class ticket/tickets is then issued to the
student.
(j) (i) 10 student may attend a class until he/she has received
a class ticket.
(ii) On first attendance at each class the student must tender
to the teacher in charge his/her appropriate class ticket,
together with the receipt for fee paid.
(k) Students will be enrolled during the period and at the times
stated in the Committee's publications.
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(I) The School Authority is authorised to refuse an enrolment,
pending a decision thereon by the Committee.
2. FEES
(a) The fees payable for the several classes and courses included
in the Scheme of Instruction are stated in the publications .of the
Committee, and must be paid in full on enrolment unless otherwise
stated.
(b) Where a cour e include subjects of different stages, the total
fee will be computed on the basis that the initial fee is that of the
highest stage.
(c) For enrolments in subjects ancillary to the original enrolment,
in the same or another School or Department, the additional fee will
be computed on the basi that all the classes have been selected 011
first enrolment. Where the additional subjects are deemed not to
be ancillary, the fee payable will be as for a separate enrolment.
(d) The School Authority is authorcsed to decide if the additiot1al
enrolment is ancillary to the original enrolment.
(e) For fee purposes, Irish and/or Physical Training will be
regarded as additional subjects to any class or course.
(I) Fees will not be refunded except where a class does not form.
(g) Cheques should be crossed and made payable to the City of
Dublin Vocational Education Committee.
3. TRANSFERS
An enr.olment is not transferable from one student to another
Transfer from one class to another, from one School to another.
from Day Clas es to Evening Classes, or from Evening Classes to
Day Classes, with allowance for the fees paid, will be permitted
only for a satisfactory reason and by special permission of the
School Authority.
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4. PRODUCTION OF ORIGINAL RECEIPT
\Vhere applications are made for additional enrolments, or for
transfers, the original receipt must be produced.
5. FORMATION AND CONTINUANCE OF CLASSES
The Committee reserves the right at any time to add or delete
classes or courses to or from its Scheme of Instruction; to extend
the period of a class; and to close a class, or to alter the day or
times of a class meeting.
6. DISCIPLINE
The School Authority may suspend any student for breach of rul.:s
and regulations; absence from classes; irregular or unpunctual
attendance; disorderly conduct in the School or within the School
precinct ; disobedience to a member of the staff; or for any other
reason deemed sufficient. The Committee reserves the right to
confirm such suspension and to cancel the enrolment without refund
of fee. Where immediate action is required because of indisciplin(:
on the part of the students, any member of the School Staff has
authority to take appropriate measures, pending report to the School
Authority.
7. SMOKING
Smoking is not permitted in the Schools.
8. INJURY TO STUDENTS
The Committee does not accept responsibility for injury to
students resulting from careless conduct or neglect .or disregard of
regulations.
9. STUDENT PROPERTY
The Committee does not accept any re ponsibility for loss or
damage to any tudent property-bicycles, hats, coats, books, etc.
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10. SCHOOL PROPERTY
Where School property i damaged wilfully or through careless
conduct on the part of students, such student (or their parents or
guardians) may be required, on the order of the Committee, to pay
for such repairs or replacements a may be necessary.
11. CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Students should notify the School Authority of any change of
addre s.
12. BOOKS, STATIONERY, EQUIPMENT, DRESS
Students are expected to provide themselves with such boob,
stationery, equipment and dres a may be required.
13. INFECTIOUS AND NOTIFIABLE DISEASES
The head of the household mu t inform the School Authority
immediately of any infectious or notifiable disease which may occur
in the hou e in which a student is residing. Such a student must not
resume attendance until permitted to d.o so by a medical officer.
H. EXAMINATIONS
Permission to sit for Scholarship, Sessional or other Examinations
held under the authority of the Committee, will be governed by the
conditions relevant to the examinations.
15. SCHOOL AUTHORITY
The term "School Authority," as used in these Regulation,
indicates the Chief Executive offioe 1', or an officer delegated to act
011 his behalf.
T he above Regulations have been adopted by Resolution of the
f'ocational Education Committee for the City of Dublin and
approved by the Minister for Education.
REGULATIONS GOVERNING ADMISSION TO TRADE
COURSES
For admi sion to the Trade Classes as named, proof of actual
employment in the several proces es and operations of the trade will
be certified to that effect from the Master' Associations and/or
the official Trades Unions of the trade concerned.
REGULATIONS IN REGARD TO ENROLMENT,
PAYMENT OF FEES AND CLASS REGISTRATION
I. Acceptance for admission to any Course of Study must be
certified on the standard enrolment form by the responsible Lectu rer
or Instructor, or by the Principal.
2. The requisite Course Fees, together with the completed form
of enrolment must be lodged in the office of the Institute; the sole
certification of cnrolment in a Course is the official receipt for the
Course Fees paid.
3. Regi tration on Cia s Rolls and entry on the Course of Study
provided by any Clas may be madc only on presentation to the
Lecturer or Instructor in control of the Class, of thc appropriate
official Course receipt.
Refund of Fees
Refund of Fees will not be made except in cases where Classes or
Courses for which the student has enrolled do not form.
DAY COURSE FEES: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
WHOLE-TIME DAY COURSES: £ s. d.
Junior Course: Electrotechnology and Engincering
Science per Ses ion 0 0
Electrical Installation Work (Apprentices) Per Term 0 0
Preparatory Cou rse : Electrical and Rad iotechnology
pcr Session 3 0 0
Preparatory Course: Science do. 3 0 0
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300
300
300
300
300
300
£ s. d
600
400
300
900
Radio Equipment
per Session
per Session
Per Term
DAY COURSE FEES-Continued
Testing, Maintenance and Servicing of
Course A
Course B
Radio Engineering
Preliminary Science Cour e :
Opticians do.
Radiography do.
Pharmaceutical Chemists do.
Pre-University: Physics, Chemistry, Biology do.
Pre-University: Mathematics, Engineering Science do.
Applied Science (Univ. of Land., B.Sc.)... do.
Engineering and Chemical Technology for Manufactures
per <;ession
RADIO OFFICERS' CERTIFICATION COl;RSES:
Marine Radio Officers' 1st Class Certificate
Per Term 4 0 0
Aircraft Radio Officers' 1st Class Certificate do. 4 0 0
Radiotechnology (Part Course) do. 4 0 0
Radar do. 2 0 0
SUMMER COURSES FOR OPTICIANS:
Part I-Practical
Parts II and III-Pra tical
One subject only
300
300
1 10 0
o 0
10 0
100
100
200
100
100
o 10 0
do.
do.
per Session
and Flour
per Session
(Apprentices)
per Session
... per Se sion
per Term
Technology
Electrical Installation Work ...
Practical Pha rmacy
Radar and Radar Systems
X-Ray Physic and Apparatu
Practical Chemistry (Pharmaceutical)
Single subjects (see list page 48).
PART-TIME DAY COURSES:
Bakery Practice (Apprentices)
Certificate Course 111 Breadmaking
Confectionery
Cinema Projection
15
£ s. d.
100
1 10 0
100
100
100
300
100
1 10 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
1 10 0
300
200
100
100
2 10 0
1 10 0
100
100
per Term
per Term
do.
Summer Term only
Summer Term only
EVENING COURSE FEES: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Applied Chemistry:
Intermediate Grades
Final Grades
Physical Chemistry
Bio-Chemistry
Technical Entomology
Technology of Foods
Technology of Foods
Brewing
Industrial Bacteriology
Milk Processing
Specialised Technical Analysis
Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Lee. and Lab.)
Ditto, ditto (Lectures)
Ditto, ditto (Lab. Certificate)
Ditto, ditto (Practice)
Medical Chemistry (Lee. and Lab.)
Ditto, ditto (Lectures)
Ditto, ditto (Practice)
Pharmacy (Practical)
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY AND ENGINEERI G PRACTICE;
ZLECTRICAL I STALLATlON WORK (COURSE C.);
RADIO SERVICE WORK; TELECOMI\1UNICATIO S
ENGINEERI G; ELECTROTECHNICAL DRAUGHTS-
;\1ANSHIP; FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY;
PHYSICS; MATHE tATICS :
Preliminary and Intermediate Cour es
Final Courses
Flour Confectionery Decoration
DRAWING OFFICE TRACERS' COURSE
o 10 0
100
o 0
10 0
ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP COURSE (LE.E.):
Part I
Part Il
o 0
o 0
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EVENING COURSES-Continued
CERTIFICATION COURSES FOR OPTICIANS:
Part I
Part 11
Part III
One subject only
Technical Physics: Special Courses
Advanced Practical Physic
Illuminating Engineering
per Session
do.
do.
per Term
per Session
300
300
300
1 10 0
100
100
200
CERTIFICATION COURSES FOR RADIO OFFICERS:
Marine Radio Officers' Ist Class Certificate
per Session (3 terms)
Aircraft Radio Officers' 1st CIa s Certificate do.
Radiotechnology (Part Course) do.
Telegraphy Practice (Morse)
Alternate Current Summer Term
GRADUATESHlP (B.I.R.E.):
Part I
Part 11
Part III
Fundamentals of Radar and Radar Systems ...
4 () 0
4 0 0
2 0 0
1 0 0
1 0 0
o 10 0
o 10 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
AIR NAVIGATION COURSES:
Full Course- avigator's Licence (2nd Clas)
per Session (3 term ) 6 0 0
Navigator's Licence (lst CIa s)
per Se sion (3 terms) 8 0 0
Part Cour es-Section A (D.R. and D.F.) do. 2 0 0
Section B (Map, Chart, etc.)
per Session (2 terms) 2 0 0
Section C (Meteorology) do. 2 0 0
Section D (Astronomical Navigation)
per Session (2 term ) 2 0 0
Revision Course-Summer Term 3 0 0
11 othrr Evening Cour es (Each Stage) o 10 0
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Institute of Science and Technology
KEVIN STREET
(Telephone 51801)
Principal: E. MORTON, R.SC., A.R.C.SC.!.
DEPARTMENTAL ADMINISTRATION:
Department of Pure and Applied Science
lJead of Department and Senior Lecturer, Physics Division:
FRANCIS OLAN, 1.SC., H.DIP.ED.
LlCturer-in-Chargl', School of Applied Chemistry and Biology:
W. BRODERICK, M.SC., H.DIP.ED., D.P.A. (N.U.I.).
Lecturer-ill-Charge, Mathematics Division: JOHN M. FORDE, B.E.
SCHOOL OF BAKERY
Chief Instructor: SAMUEL A THONY, DlP.NAT.ASSOC., Master
Bakers, Confectioners and Caterers; Full Technological
Diploma, City and Guilds.
Department of Electrical Engineering Technology
11ead of Department and Senior Lecturer: WILLIAM FEGAN,
A.M.I.E.E.
Lecturer-in-Charge, Electrical Installations and Technology
'VILLIi\;\1 TRU. DLE, Tech. Dip., City and Guilds.
IlIslruclor-ill-Chargl', Workshops: N ICIIOLAS GOULDlNG.
Department of Telecommunications Engineering
Head of Department alld Senior Lecturer: HAROLD HODGENs,
ASSOC.I.E.E.
Senior Lecturer, Radio Engineering and Electronics:
HUG/-I DE LACY, B.E.
Stocktaker: FRANCIS NOLAN, M.SC., H.DJP.ED.
Clerical Staff:
ROBERT ]. DAY, Senior Cler!.:.
CoRNELIUS G. LYNCH.
MISS CARMEL SMITH.
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TEACHING STAFFS:
Applied Chemistry and Biology
W. BRODERICK, M.SC., H.DIP.ED.; B. G. FAGAN, B.A., B.SC., F.R.I.C.,
A.R.C.SC.I.; P. J. HURLEY, M.SC.; H. D. THORNTON, F.R.I.C.,
B.SC., A.R.C.SC.!.; F. ]. BARRAGRY, M.P.S.I.; M. ]. GORMAN,
H.SC., A.R.C.SC.I.,· D. W. MORRISSEY, n.sc., M.A., H.DIP.ED."
DR. N. Mc ALLY,' MISS FRANCES DOHERTY, B.SC." W.
DE LACY (Milling); E. McMAHON, M.SC., B.AGR.SC.,· P. T.
CARROLL, LSC.,· R. A. D'ARcY, B.SC., MISS M. KANE, PH.D.,
I\l.sc.,· G. BERNFELD, M.SC.
Applied Physics and Mathematics
FRANCIS • OLA., M.SC., H.DIP.ED.; J. M. FORDE, B.E.; M. J.
• Jom'm, B.SC.; R. W. RYDER, B.E., B.SC.; B. J. DIXON, B.SC,
A.R.C.SC.!.; K. CULLlTON, DIP.OPT.; MISS V. CORCORAN,
DIP.OPT.; H. HAND, A.I.E.E.; T. S. MASON, F.B.O.A.; O.
McDERi\IOTT, B.SC. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E.; E. V. CLEARY, B.E.,
A" 1.I.E.E.; C. 0 CEARRHAILL, B.SC., A.R.C.SC.L; ]. KANE, M.SC.·
G. BERNFELD, M.SC.; J. G. MCCORMACK, R.SC.; E. HANLY,
R.E.; E. DE LACY, n.E.; ]. D. HACKETT, B.E.; 1. O'REILLY,
A. l.!.E.E., H.DIP.ED.; M. SHEEHY, B.SC.
Electrical Engineering Technology
WILLIAM FEGAN, A.M.I.E.E.; GEO. K. RING, B.E., A.R.C.SC.!.; H. N.
WROE, B.SC., PH.D., A.M.LE.E.; A. D. WHELAN, B.E.;
J DERHA, T, B.E.; W. TRUNDLE, Tech. Dip., CITY & GUILDS,
LOND.; E. V. CLEARY, R.E., A.M.LE.E., H.DIP.ED.; O.
McDERJ\10TT, H.SC. (Eng.), A.M.I.E.E.; E. HANLY, B.E.; P. J.
BYR,"J'E, B.E., B.SC.; L. O'BRIE , GRAD.I.E.E.; MESSRS. J.
\VILLlAMS A~D J. G. MOORE (Electra-technical Draughtsman-
ship).
Radio Engineering: Telecommunications
HAROLD HODGENS, ASSOC.I.E.E.; HUGH DE LACY, R.E.; A. FOLAN,
A.B.I.R.E.; T. P. SHERIDAN, B.E.; J. HONAN, A.M.B.I.R.E.;
T. J. CARROLL, Tech. Dip., CITY AND GUILDS, LaND.; W.
O'CoNNOR; J. McDoNAOH, n.E.; M. J. NOONE, n.sc.; J. W.
DEVON; 1. O'REILLY, A.M.LE.E.; P. GRIMES; A. J. LITTON,
1.SC., A.M.!.E.E.; F. DAy-LEWIS, A.M.B.I.R.E.; MESSRS. M. ].
O'RORKE, ] BLENNERHASSETT, Certified Radio Officers.
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Air Navigation: Airborne Radio and Radar Equipments
HAROLD HODGENS, ASSOC.l.E.E.; M. J. O'RORKE; CAPT. B. M.
FLANAGAN; COMI\IDT. M. HIGGINS; COi\1i\IDT. P. SWAN;
H. DE LACY, B.E.
Languages
F. OL.\N, I\I.SC.
]. MOYNIHAN
N. GOULDING
Technical German.
Irish; English; General Subjects.
Trades and Handicrafts
Instrument Making; Met a I
Work.
W. MULVANEY
]. FOLEY
W. G. BRADY, TECH. DIP.
E. ]. MCl AMARA
P. FINN
B. BRADY
A. MULVANEY, TECH. DIP.,
CITY & GUILDS
M.O'KEEFFE
K. ENGLISH
M. ENGLISH
S. ANTHONY, TECH. DIP., CITY
& GUILDS
W. CLARKE
W. FRANEY, TECH. DIP., CITY
& GUILDS
Do.
Do.
Glass Blowing.
Electrical Installation Work.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Electric Cable ] ointing.
Boot :Manufacture.
Boot J\lanufacture.
Breadmaking and Flour
Confectionery.
Confectionery.
Breadmaking and Flour
Confectionery.
Physical Training
M. ]. DOOGAN.
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SCHOOLS OF PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS, APPLIED
CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY, ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, RADIO TECHNOLOGY AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
PROGRAMME OF DAY COURSES.
SESSION 1950-51
(i) JUNIOR AND PREPARATORY COURSES:
Electrical; Radio Communication; Science.
(ii) PRELIMINARY AND PRE-UNIVERSITY COURSES:
Optics; Radiography; Pharmacy; Matriculation.
(iii) ADVA CED SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING COURSES:
University of London (B.Sc.).
(iv) TECHNOLOGICAL COURSES:
Applied Biology and Food Technology.
Ophthalmic Optics.
Radio Engineering.
Radio Officers (Marine and Aircraft).
Radio Service Work.
Radar.
(v) ApPRENTICE CoURSES (Electrical: Projection).
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ADMISSION TO DAY COURSES
In general, applicants for admission to all Day Courses in Applied
Science or Technology, other than the Junior Course in Electro-
technology and Engineering Science, must not be under sixteen years
of age.
ENTRANCE STANDARDS AND EXAMINATIONS
Intending students are required to show evidence of ability to
profit by the instruction before being approved for admission to any
stage of a particular Course.
ENROLMENT PERIODS
Whole-time Day Courses
\Veek commencing Monday, 4th September, 1950.
Part-time Day Courses
Week commencing Monday, 11 th September, 1950.
Enrolment subsequent to Monday, 16th October, 1950 may be
made only on the authority of the Principal.
DAY COURSE FEES: Enrolment and Registration
The requisite Sessional Course Fees, or Term Course Fees, where
these are arranged, must be paid in the Office of the Institute on
enrolment, and subsequent registration in any Class may be effected
only on presentation of the appropriate official Course Fee Receipt.
SESSIONAL EXAMINAnONS AND COURSE
PROMOTION REGULATIONS
Examinations are held at end of Session in respect of each Class-
subject; no student shall be admitted to the Examinations who has
not made at least three-fourths of the possible attendance, except in
very special circumstances and at the discretion of the Principal.
Promotion to a Higher Year of instruction is contingent on passing
the Sessional Examinations in the Lower Year.
An Experimental Record Book is required to be maintained by
each student of a Laboratory Class; an assessment shall be made at
end of Session of each student's progress in laboratory technique and
experimental ability.
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SCHOOLS OF PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS, APPLIED
CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY, ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING, RADIO TECHNOLOGY AND
TELECOMMUNICAnONS.
DAY COURSES.
JUNIOR AND PREPARATORY.
ID. Full-time Junior Course-Electrotechnology and
Engineering Science.
(Ses ion-September to July).
The Course provides a pre-apprenticeship training of a high stan-
dard suitable for those who intend to enter Electrical Trades or the
Offices of Consultant Engineers or Electrical Contractors.
The Course is designed to cover two Sessions and provides approxi-
mately 28 hou rs of instruction per week in Mathematics, Physics.
Chemistly, Mechanics, Electrical Technology and \Vorkshop Prac-
tice, and in Irish and English and Religious Instruction.
Intending students should not be over sixteen years of age and
should have attained a minimum standard of general education
equivalent to that of the Second Year of the Intermediate Course in
Secondary Schools.
Applicants for admission to the Course are required to pass the
entrance examination in Mathematics prior to enrolment. Students
accepted for enrolment must provide themselves with the f,ollowing
requisites:
(i) Drawing instruments of specified quality.
(ii) Engineer's overalls and certain specified tools.
(iii) Stationery and Text books.
Sessional Fee, £1.
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20. Full-time Preparatory Course-Electrical and Radio
Tec!mology
(Session-September to July).
The Course provides a preparatory training for students who
.ntend later to take a specialised Course in (a) Radio Engineering or
(b) Radio Telegraphy (Radio Officers).
The subjects of the Course include Mathematics, Physics,
Chemistry, Electrotechnology, Principles of Radio Communication,
Workshop Practice, and Telegraphy (optional).
The requisite Entrance Standard of general education is equivalent
to that connoted by the Intermediate Certificate (Secondary Schools).
Sessional Fee, £3.
3D. Full-time Preparatory Course-General Science and
Mathematics.
(Session-September to July).
The Course provides preparatory instruction for students who
intend later to take more advanced courses in Science or Engineering.
The Course subjects include Mathematics, Mechanics, General
Physics, Heat, Light, Magnetism and Electricity and Inorganic
Chemistry.
Sessional Fee, £3.
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PRELIMINARY, PROFESSIONAL, AND PRE-
UNIVERSITY.
40. Full-time Course-Preliminary Science for Opticians
(October-June: Three Terms).
The Course is approved by the Association of Ophthalmic
Opticians, Ireland, in relation to the requirements of the Preliminary
Examination Syllabuses; the Course Certificate awarded on the
results of the Ses ional Examinations held in the month of June in
each Session i accepted by the Association in fulfilment of the educa-
tional conditions governing admission to Registration and to enrol-
ment in the Professional Course.
The Course provides full-time instruction over one Session of
approximately 39 weeks in General Science, Heat, Light, Sound,
Magnetism and Electricity, Chemistry, Elementary Phy iology and
Biology and Mathematics.
Intending students should not be le s than 17 years of age and
should have attained a suitable standard of general education.
Application for admis ion should be made to the Principal, accom-
panied by full information in regard to age and educational standard.
Per Term, £3; Three Terms, £9.
50. Full-time Course-Preliminary Science for Radiography
(October-June: Three Terms).
The Course is offered as a preparatory scientific trallllJ1g tor
women students who subsequently intend to enter on a ho pital
Course of Training leading to Certific.1tion in Radiography; a
preliminary course of scientific instruction i essential.
COURSE A
COURSE B
COURSE C
DAY COURSES.
The general description of the Instruction is as {or the preceding
Course, with the addition of lectures on the Electron Theory, Con-
duction of Electricity throu~h Gases, Ionic Emission, Thermionic
Valves, X-Ray and Vacuum Tubes and accessory X-Ray pbnt
equipment.
Intending students should have attained the Matriculation or
Leaving Certificates.
Per Term, £3; Three Terms, £9.
60. Full-time Course-Preliminary Science for Pharmacy
(October-June: Three Terms)
The Course provides a minimum of 15 hours per week of instruc-
tion in Theoretical and Practical Phy ic and in Theoretical and
Practical Chemi try, in preparation for the Pre-Registration Examin-
ations (Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland). Intending students should
consult the Regulations of the Pha.rmaceutical Society of Ireland for
particulars of Examination Syllabuses, Educational qualifications, etc.
Per Term, £3; Three Terms. £9.
70. Full-time Courses-Mathematics and Science Subjects
PRE-UNIVERSITY A~D HIGHER COURSES.
(October-] Ulle: Three Terms).
Specialising in Physics, Chemi try, Biology.
pecialising III Mathematics, Engineering Science
Subject.
Specialising III subjects for the Preliminary and
Profes ional Examinatiolls of the Association of
Ophthalmic Opticians (Ireland) and of the British
Optical Association
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COURSE D-Specialising in subjects for the Preliminary and
Membership Examinations of the Society of Radio
graphers (women students only).
The Courses provide a thorough general scientific training suited
tu the requirements of students who intend to enter scientific occupa-
tions as Pharmaceutical Chemists, Opticians, Radio~ogists,
Meteorological Assistants, etc., or who de ire to train for entrance
to some branch of Chemical or Engineering Industry having a
scientific basis.
Intending Students should consult the Principal.
The Courses also serve to provide a specialised pre-University
Cl~urse of instruction for student who already have matriculated or
who are preparing for University Entrance, Matriculation or higher
Exam\:lations.
Day Course3 to suit individual students may be arranged by options
made from the following schedule of studies:
Mathematics (Geometry, Co-Ordinate Geometry, Algebra,
Trigonometry, Calculus Elements); Applied Mathematics
(Statics, Dynamics, Hydrostatics); Physics (Heat, Sound,
Light, Magnetism and Electricity); Chemistry; Metallurgy;
Botany; Biology; Workshop Practice; Descriptive Geometry;
Technical Drawing; Irish; English; French; German.
Science Students preparing for Matriculation Examinations
are advised to take advantage of the Matric. ( .U.l.) Day Course
in the High School of Commerce, Rathmines, for the subjects Irish,
English, French, Mathematics, and History and Geography, where
a co-ordination of time-tables may be made.
The Syllabuses of instruction generally conform with those of the
Department of Education (T.I.B.), and with those for the Matricu-
.lation and First University Examination of the National University.
Per Term, £3 i Three Terms, £9.
Day Science and Mathematics Classes, providing "Options" for Special Courses
(Pre-University, Optical, Radiography, Pharmaceutical, London University, etc.)
(SEPTEMBER -JULY)
SUBJECT MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY TEAClIERS
--
Mathematics, 5.1 ... ... ... 3.30--0.0 - 3.30-0.0 - 3.30-0.0 ]. G. McCormack
Applied Math·,matir•. S.~.... ... ... - 3.30-0.0 - 3.30-0.0 - G. Bernfeld
Phy·sic~, 5.3, Section A. ... ... - 9.30--12.30 9.30-12.30 - - Miss F. Doherty
Physics, 5.3, ~ection B. ... 9.3D- -J 2.30 - - 9.30-12.30 - W. Broderick
-------
Chemistry, 5.4, Section A.... ... ... 9.30--12.30 - - 9.30--12.30 9.30--12.30 Miss Doherty ~
Chemistry, SA., Section B. - - 9.30-12.30 - 9.30-12.30 W. Broderick
Dietetics Science, 5.G. ... ... ... - - - - 2.30-0.30 Miss Doherty
Biology, 5.7. ... ... ... - 0.0-6.30 - 0.0-6.30 - Miss ~l. Kane
Bacteriology, 5.8. ... ... ... - 0.0-7.0 - 0.0--7.0
Botany, Advanced, 5.9. ... ... - - - - I 0.0--7.30 I ~lisS )1. KaneX-Ray Physics, 5.11. ... ... ... - 4.0-6.0 - 4.0--6.0 - H. Hand
Pharmacy ... ... ... ... ... - - 2.30-0.30 - - F. ]. Barragry
Phramaceutical Chemistry-Practical 2.30--0.30 2.30-0.30 - - - Miss Doherty
Medical Chemistry ... ...
." - - - 3.30-6.30 - D. W. Morrissy
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ADVANCED SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING.
80. Full-time Courses-Applied Science (Univ. of Land.,
B.Sc.)
(October-June: Three Terms).
FOR MATRICULATION COURSES, see Pre-University Courses A & B.
THE I TERl\IEDli\TE SCIENCE CoURSES provide full-time instruc-
tion in Pure Mathematics, Applied Mathematics, Physics, Chemi try,
Botany, Biology, Engineering, Drawing, and Languages.
Students may make their own options within the range of the
Curriculum.
FINAL B.Sc. COURSE: Students reqUIrIng instruction for the
Degree of the University of London are requested to consult the
Principal, who will indicate uitable established Day and Evening
Cour es, from which the desired options may be made, in :
Advanced Physics, Applied Heat, Chemistry (Inorganic,
Organic and Physical), Botany, Biology, Mechanics and Strength
of Materials, Electrical Technology, Pure and Applied Mathe-
matics, Generation, Transmission and l Ttili ation of Electrical
Energy, etc.
Per Term. £3; Three Term. £q.
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APPLIED SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
100. Full-time Courses-Engineering and Chemical
Technology: Manufactures.
The Courses are intended to meet the needs of students of good
secondary education requiring a thorough practical basic training
preparatory to entering positions in Manufacturing Industry as
student-apprentices and where the ultimate aim is technical super-
\'ision and management.
It should be noted that while the ad vantages of such a course of
training arc gcnerally obvious and would be conducive to achieving
cntry to employment in Ind ustry on the basis of student-apprentice,
the ficld of opportunity is restricted. It is advised therefore that
tudents and parents or guardians should explore, where no intimate
contacts with Indu try already exist, the possible avenues of employ-
ment in relation to any specific Industry or Manufacture before
dcciding to enrol; if possible, definite entry to employment should be
assured prior to commencing a course of study.
The Course is designcd to cover two years; a third year of wholly
specialised instruction may be arranged to suit individual need,.
The First Year of instruction will concentrate on basic Physical.
Chcmical and Electrical Science and applications. In thc Second
Year thc in truction will deal with Electrical Installations and
l\.lotivc Power, Factory Lay-out and Organisation, Industrial
Chcmistry and Tcchnology and Technical Analysis.
Liaison will be cstabli hed throughout the instruction and In
accordancc with the objectivc of the individual student, With
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specialised instruction in association with one or more of the following
ll'Chnological COUTSt'S:-
Brewing, Flour Milling, Breadmaking, Flour Con-
fectionery. IVlilk Processing, Canning and Food Preservation.
Technical and Mineral Analysis. Paper, Fertilisers, Oils,
Fats and \Vaxes. Soaps. Pharmaceutical Preparations, Fuels.
Cements and Building Materials, etc.
Application for admission to the Course should be made to the
Principal, stating age, educational standard and individual aim.
Per Term £3; Three Terms £9.
Certification Courses for Ophthalmic Opticians:
Diploma in Optometry.
The Courses are organised in conjunction with the Examinations
of the Association of Ophthalmic Opticians, Ireland. Intending
students are advised in the first instance to apply to the Association
for full particulars relating to Syllabuses, Registration and Con-
ditions of Admission to the profe sional examinations for the Diploma
in Optometry (inquiries should be directed to the Hon. Secretary,
Associa tion of Oph thalmic Opticians (1 reland), 10 Lower Abbey
Street, Dublin, C.S).
Applicants for admission to the Professional Courses should have
acquired the Matriculation or Leaving Certificate, or show evidence
of an equivalent standard of general education or, alternatively, pass
the Preliminary Examination of the As ociation in the subjects:
Physics, Chemistry, Mathematic, and Essay in a modern language
(I rish or English may be chosen).
PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION:
Details of the approved full-time Day Course preparing for the
Preliminary Examination are outlined on page 24.
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PROFESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS:
See page 54 for Time-table and other information relative to the
approved Cou rses preparing for Parts I, Il and III of the Pro-
fessional Examinations.
Full-time Summer Courses of Practical Instruction.
In order to facilitate registered students who are not resident with-
in the City Borough Area and who are following approved
theoretical courses of instruction, short full-time intensive courses
are organised, each course affording approximately 60 hours of
practical instruction in Physical Optics, in Anatomy and Recognition
of Abnormal Conditions and in Practical Sight Testing and
Dispensing.
The Course for Part I and that for Parts Il and III will be
organised in the month of May in each Session and will be conducted
over a full-time period of two weeks.
Students of the Practical Sight Testing Classes are expected to
provide themselves with Trial Cases and Test Charts.
FEES.
PRELIMINARY COURSE (DAY). See page 24
PROFESSIONAL COURSES (EVE I TG). See page 54.
Part I
Part Il
Part III
Su 1MER COURSES (DAY) :
11 D. Practical-Part I
12D. Practical-Parts Il and III
£9 0 0
£3 0 0
£3 0 0
£3 0 0
£3 0 0
£3 0 0
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130. Full-time Course-Instrument Making and
Laboratory Arts.
(Session-September to July).
The general Course will be conducted over a period of one Session
and will mainly be devoted to practical work and the associated
technology: a second Session will be assigned to work of a specialised
character.
Intending students must have completed attendance at the two-
year Day Course in Engineering Science and Electrotechnology or
alternatively show evidence of having undergone an adequate training
in Workshop Practice and in the elements of Physics (Heat, Light,
Sound, Magnetism and Electricity).
It is intended that the Course should provide training for occupa-
tions in Industrial, College or Government laboratories and work-
shops as Laboratory or Instrument Technicians.
The practical work and associated technology will include the
following :-
Materials, tools, processes; Lathe work; design and construction
of Instruments; Electrical measuring instruments i optical instru-
ments; weighing scales and balances; common laboratory apparatus;
temperature control instruments; electrodeposition of metals; silver-
ing of glass; glass blowing of technical apparatus.
The work of the Course will entail attendance at the Institute for
approximately thirty hours per week.
A general Course Certificate will be awarded on the assessmellt
of the practical work completed in the first year and on the results
of the theoretical examinations. A special Course Certificate wil J
be awarded similarly at the conclusion of the econd year specialised
Course.
Course students may attend related evening classe on two evenings
per week.
Inclu ive Sessional Fee, £6.
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Full-time Courses-Testing, Maintenance and Servicing of
Radio Equipment.
140. COURSE A (September to July).
The Course, covering a period of onc Session, is designed to meet
the needs of students de iring full training and certification in Radio
Service Work.
Not more than fifteen students will be enrolled.
Applicants should be not less than eighteen years of age, and have
attained an approved standard in Mathematics, approximating to
that of the Intermediate Certificate.
A knowledge of the elements of Magnetism and Electricity is
desirable, but not essential.
Fee (Course A), £6.
150. COURSE B (October to April).
This Course is devised to meet the needs of persons who already
have acquired a satisfactory knowledge of Electrical and Radio
Principles, or who, having undergone a preliminary course of training
in Radio Service Work, desire to amplify their training in a
" refresher" Course.
Prior consideration will be given to applications from holder of
the following qualifications :-
(i) Preparatory Day Cour e (Radio) Certificate.
(ii) Course Certificate (Course 14D).
(iii) Certificate in Radio I or Radio 11 (Dept. of Education;
City and Guilds).
(iv) State rtificate of Proficiency in Radiotelegraphy (Ireland
or Great Britain).
Fee (Course B), £4.
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EQUIPMENT.
Adequate and modern Radio Service and test equipment includes
Signal Generators, Universal Test Meters, Circuit and Component
Analysers of various types, Valve Voltmeters, Audio Oscillators,
Output Meters and Cathode Ray Oscillographs; a wide range of
Broadcast Receivers of representative types, including Press Button
tuning, for battery, AC mains or DCIAC mains operation; variou~
components and units, including Vibrators, Speakers, Pick-ups, etc.,
are available for instruction.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION.
The Courses provide approximately twenty-five hours' instruction
per week in subjects including Radio Theory, Circuits, Servicing
Equipment and Instruments, Use of Oscilloscope, Location of
Faults, etc., Ancillary Mathematics and Electrotechnology, Work-
shop Repairs and Assembly, Bu iness Methods and Office Routine.
Students are expected to sit for the Department of Education and
City and Guilds Examinations in Radio Service Work held in the
month .of May in each year.
Course students may attend related Evening Classes on twO
('venings per week.
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TESTING, MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING OF RADIO
EQUIPMENT
Time Table-october to July
MONDAY
TUllfDAY
Y. JlDNE!.D.A.Y
THtlR~DAY
PtlDAY
SA1URDAY
Day Hows
10.0-12.30
2.0-3.0
3.0-5.0
10.0-11.0
11.0-12.30
2.0-4.0
10.0-12.30
2.0-30
3.0--6.0
10.0-12.30
2.0-5.0
10.0-11.0
11.0-12.30
2.0-3.0
3.0-5.0
10.0-12.30
Suujecl
1. PRA.CTICAL RADIO
RADIO TECHNOLOGY
MA'fHEMATICS
ELECTRICAL THEORY
ELECT. LABORATORY
WORKSHOP PRACTICE
PRACTICAL RADIO
RADIO TECHJI;OLOGY
DRAWING
PRACTICAL RADIO
WORKSHOP PRACTICE
ELECTRICAL THEORY
ELECTRICAL LABORATORY
RADIO TECHNOLOGY
MATHEMATICS
PRACTICAL RADIO
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Full-time Courses for the Training and Certification of
Radio Officers (Mercantile Marine and Aircraft).
EQUIPMENT.
The School is fully equipped with the latest Marine and Civil
Aircraft Radio Apparatus.
Additional Radio Equipment recently installed includes the
following items :-
For the Training of Sea-going Radio Officers :
(i) Marconi Transmitter, "Oceanspan" medium and high
frequency, main, and emergency, 4-stage MCW/CW,
employing crystal control on the H.F. bands up to 23 Mc/s.
(ii) Marconi Communication type Superheterodyne Receivers,
types Electra and Mercury, covering frequencies 15 Kc/s to
28 Mc/s.
(iii) Marconi" Lodestone " Direction Finding apparatus, type 758,
employing Bellini-Tosi fixed loops and as-valve MF Super-
heterodyne Receiver.
(iv) Automatic Alarm, Type M, Signal Receiver and Selector.
For the Training of Civil Aircraft Radio Officers:
(i) American Aircraft Radio Apparatus, including G.E.C.
Aircraft Transmitter, type BC-375-E for MCW/CW
Telephony on medium and high frequencies, with Belmont
8-valve, 6-band Superheterodyne Receiver BC-348-R.
(ii) V.H.F. Radio Telephony Crystal Controlled Transmitter-
Receiver type SCR 522a, and VHF standard Beam Approach
Receiver.
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(iii) MF Radio Compa unit with motor-driven rotating loop
aerial, providing Radio Bearings and serving as a Homing
device.
,4ccessory Testing Equipment, includes:
(i) Signal Generators.
(ii) U niver al Testing Meters.
(iii) Circuit and Component Analysers.
(iv) Cathode Ray Oscilloscopes.
Telegraphy (Morse) :
The Morse Class Room provides full facilities for trammg
student in Marine and Aircraft operating procedures and in Traffic
Working under the conditions required by the Examination
Authorities of the Department of Posts and Telegraphs.
Technical Electricity:
The Electrical Engineering and Physical Laboratories are
adequately equipped with modern machine plant and instruments to
facilitate the practical instruction of students in Direct and Alter-
nating Current Principles.
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION.
The Cour e of Training is arranged to prepare students in the
shorte t pos ible time for the Examinations of Proficiency in Radio-
telegraphy and Radiotelephony. The instruction consists of Lectures
and Practical Work in Technical Electricity, Technical Radiotele-
graphy and Radiotelephony, and Direction Finding, with practice on
the Marine and Aircraft Apparatus specified above, and includes
training in ending and receiving in the Morse Code, operating pro-
cedure and the handling of traffic, and in the Rule and Regulations
for Radio Operators including the Q-Code, and typevrriting.
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ENROLMENT AND PERIOD OF TRAINING.
Enrolment may be effected at any period within the months of
September and January in each Session: the duration of the period
of training requisite for the acquirement of a State Certificate of the
First Class is approximately two sessions.
EXAMINATIONS.
The State Certificate Examinations are conducted in the School
during December and July in each session by examiners appointed by
the Department of Po t and Telegraphs; the syllabuses of Examina-
tion subjects are those defined by the International Telecommunica-
tion Convention, 1937. State Certificates confer eligibility for
employment as Radio Officer in Mercantile Marine or Air Services
(Ireland and British Commonwealth).
ADMISSION.
Students are expected to have a good general education, with
special attention to handwriting, spelling, geography, arithmetic up
to square root, algebra up to quadratic equations, elements of
trigonometry.
There is no age-limit.
FEES.
The Fees, which cover tuition in all subjects up to obtaining the
State Certificate of Proficiency, are as follows :-
16D. Marine Operators' Certificate Cour e, per Term
17D. Aircraft Operators' Certificate Course do.
£4 0
£4 0
o
o
18D. Radiotechnology (Part Course) do. £4 0 0
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Day Courses for the Training and Certification of
Radio Officers for Mercantile Marine and Air Services
TIME TABLE-(September to July)
Day Hour Section Subiect
Monday ... ... 10.00-12.30 A Aircratt Radio Theory and Practice
3.00- 5.00 A Practical Radio
10.00-11.00 B Rules and Regulations
2.00- 4.00 B Alternating Current
10.00-12.30 C Magnetism and Electricity
rUesday ... ... 10.00-11.00 A Radio Theory
11.00-12.30 A EJectrotechnology
2.00- 3.00 A Practical Radio
11.00-12.30 B Radio Technology
3.00- 5.00 B Practical Radio
11.30-12.30 C Rules and Regulations
3.30- 5.00 C Magnetism and Electricity
Wednesday ... ... 10.00-11.30 A Radio Technology
11.30-12.30 A Aircraft Rules and Regulations
3.00 0.00 A Practical Radio
11.30-12.30 B Radio Technology
10.00-12.30 C Magnetism and Electricity
Thursday
... ... 10.00-12.30 A Aircraft Radio Theory and Practice
2.00- 3.00 A Practical Radio
4.00- 5.00 A Rules and Regulations
10.00-12.00 B Alternating Current
3.00- 5.00 B Practical Radio
11.30-12.30 C Rules and Regulations
-
Friday ...
... ... 10.00-11.00 A Radio Technology
2.00- 3.30 A Electrotechnology
3.30- 5.00 A Practical Radio
11.30-12.30 B Radio Technology
2.00- 3.30 B Practical Radio
Saturday
... ... 10.30-12.30 Matbematics (optional)
NO rE: At times not specified in tbe above Time-Table, between tbe bours of 10 a.m. and 12.30 p.m.,
and 2 p.m. and 5 p.m., all Sections engaeod in Telegrapby Practice (Morse).
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19D. Full-time Course--Radio Engineering and Electronics.
(Session-September to July).
This advanced Course is designed to offer a thorough training,
over a maximum period of three Sessions, in Radio Communication
Principles and Engineering Practice, and meets the requirements of
those who seek special qualifications in Radio Engineering or who
intend to enter employment as Radio Engineers in any branch of the
Radio Industry.
The Schedule for the full Course embraces Lectures and
Experimental courses in the following subjects: Technical Physics
(Mechanics, Heat, Sound, Light and applications in Electrical
Communications); Mathematics (Algebra, Trigonometry, Conic
Sections, Differential and Integral Calculus); Electrotechnology
(D.C. & A.C. theory: Machines); Radio and Telecommunications;
Radio Frequency Measurements; Engineering Electronics; Radio
Design; Radio Installations and Plant; Radio Service Work; Work-
shop Practice.
The syllabuses of instruction conform in full with the examination
requirements of the Institution of Electrical Engineers, Briti h
Institution of Radio Engineers, the City and Guilds of London
Institute and the several recognised professional institutions associated
solely with this branch of Engineering.
Intending students should have attained Matriculation or
Leaving Certificate standard in Mathematics.
Applicants possessing the Certificate of Proficiency of the First
Class in Radiotelegraphy or the Certificate in Radio I (City and
Guilds of London) or an equivalent qualification may be approved
by the Principal for direct admission to the Second Year of the
Course.
The Course provides approximately 33 hours of instruction per
week; students of the Day Course may take related Evening Classes
on two evenings per week.
FEES.
Per Term, £3; Three Terms, £9.
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TIME TABLES
Radio Engineering and Electronics
(September to July)
FIRST YEAR
Day
-------------
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDI\Y
"iATUROAY
Hours
0.30-11.0
11.0-12.30
2.0-3.30
3.30-6.0
0.30-11.0
11.0-12.30
2.0-8.80
8.30-6.0
0.30-11.0
11.0-12.80
2.0-8.80
8.80-6.0
080-11.0
11.0-12.80
2.0-8.80
3.30-6.0
0.80-11.0
11.0-12.30
2.0-8.30
8.30-6.0
0.30-11.0
11.0-12.30
Subject
RADIO THEORY
RADIO CONSTRUCTION
MAGNETISM and ELECTRICITY (Lecture).
MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
PRACTICAL RADIO
MAGNETISM and ELECTRICITY
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
RADIO THEORY
PIlYSICS
MAGNETISM and ELECTRICITY (Lecture)
Do. LABORATORY
RADIO THEORY
PRACTICAL RADIO
MATHEMATICS
APPLIED MATHEMATICS
PHYSICS
MATHEMATICS
DRAWING
RADIO THEORY
RADIO TIIl':ORY
PHYSICS LABORATORY
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Day HeUI'S Subject
MONDAY 9.30-11.0 RADIO ENGINEERING
11.0 -12.30 MATHEl\lATIOS
2.0 -5.0 PRACTICAL RADIO
TUESDAY 9.30-11.0 RADIO TECHNOLOGY
11.0 -12.30 MATHEMATICS
2.0 -3.0 RADIO THEORY
3.0 -5.0 PHYSICS
WKONRSDAY 9.30-11.0 ELECTROTECHNOLOGY (Leoture)
11.0 -12.30 Do. (Laboratory)
2.0 -5.0 PRACTICAL RADIO
THURSDAY 9.30-11.0 RADIO MEASUREMENTS
11.0 -12.30 ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
2.0 -3.0 RADIO THEORY
3.0 -5.0 RADIO SERVICE
FRIDAY 9.30-11.0 RADIO DESIGN
11.0 -12.30 ELEOrRO~EOHNOLOGY
2.0 -5.0 ELECTRONICS (Lnboratorl'l
SATURDAY 9.30-11.0 MATHEMATICS
11.30-12.30 PIIYSICB
THIRD YEAR
MONDAY 10.0 -11.0 ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
11.0 -12.30 RADIO THEORY
2.0 -3.0 APPLIED MECHANICS
3.0 -5.0 APPLIED HEAT
TUESDAY 10.0 -11.30 ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
11.30-12.30 RADIO ENGINEERING
2.0 -5.0 PRACTICAL RADIO
WEDNESDAY 10.0 -11.0 ELECTROTECHNOLOGY (Lecture)
11.0 -12.30 ELECTROTECHNOLOGY (Laboratory)
2.0 -3.30 TELEVISION
3.30-5.0 DRAWING
fHURSDAY 10.0 -12.30 RADIO MEASUREMENTS
2.0 -3.30 MATHEMATICS
Flu DAY 9.30-10.30 ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
10.30-12.30 RADIO DESIGN
2.0 -3.30 APPLIED MECHANICS
3.30-5.0 APPLIED REAT
SATURDAY 10.30-12.30 TUTORIAL
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DAY COURSES.
20D. Fundamentals of Radar and Radar Systems
Lecture--Demonstration Course.
(January to July).
The Course of Lectures will be conducted over the Lent and
Summer Terms, and will be open to students who have completed
approved courses of instruction in Radio Principles.
Applicants who hold one of the following qualifications or
equivalent will be admitted directly to enrolment :-
(i) Radio Officer's Certificate of First Class with Aircraft
Endorsement.
(ii) Certificate in Radio II (City and Guilds of London).
(iii) Pass in B.I.R.E. Graduateship Examination.
The Lectures will deal with basic principles and their application
in Radar Tuning Circuits, Indicators, Transmitters and Receivers,
Beam and Search Systems.
Course Fee, £2 per Term.
DAY COURSES FOR TRADE APPRENTICES
21D. Full-time Courses-Electrical Installation Work and
Electrotechnology
These Courses are conducted under a special scheme making pro-
vision for the full technical training of Electrical Apprentices during
the five-year period of Apprenticeship. The scheme has the co-
operation of Trade Unions and the Electricity Supply Board.
Courses provide 33 hours of instruction per week in Electrical
Theory and Experimental Work, Engineering Science, Mathematics,
English (Precis and Report Writing), Technical Drawing, Elec-
trical Installation and Fitting Work.
The syllabuses of instruction are based on those for the Depart-
ment of Education Examinations in Electrical Installation Work
and in Electrical Engineering Practice. By arrangement with the
Department of Education, students sit for the Junior and Senior
Trade Tests and for the Technological Examinations at appropriate
stages in the instruction.
Under the present Scheme, each stage of full-time instruction
occupies a period of 13 weeks and is associated with a further course
of instruction by correspondence carried over an additional period of
26 weeks, approximately.
Fees: City Borough Area, Each Course, £1.
EXTERNAL AREAs-Student-Apprentices from External Areas are
admitted under special fees by arrangement with the Vocational
Committees concerned.
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TIME TABLES
Autumn, Lent and Summer Term Courses: Two courses current in each term
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK AND
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
Day
Monday ...
TUesday ...
Wednesday
Thursday ...
Friday
Saturday ...
Monday ...
TUesday ...
Wednesday
Thursday ...
Friday
Saturday ...
Time
9.30-10.30
10.30-12.30
2.00- 3.30
3.30- 5.00
9.30-10.30
10.30-12.30
2.00- 5.00
9.30-12.30
2.00- 5.00
9.30-12.30
2.00- 5.00
9.30-11.00
11.00-12.30
2.00- 5.00
9.30-10.1"
10.16-11.45
9.30-12.30
2.00- 5.00
9.30-12.30
2.00- 3.30
3.30- 5.00
9.30-12.30
2.00- 5.00
9.30-11.00
11.00-12.30
2.00- 5.00
9.30 12.30
2.00- 5.00
9.30-10.15
10.15-11.45
Subject
SWTlON A
Installation ,",'ork, Lecture
Installation Work, Lab.
Practical Drawing
Matbematics
Electrotechnology, Lecture
Electrotechnology, Lab. .
Installation Work, Pract .
Installation Work, Pract. .
Installation Work, Pract. .
Workshop Practice
Worksbop Practice
Electrical Calcula I ions
Englhh (Precis and Report Writing)
Engineering Scicnce
Workshop Technology
Practical Drawing
SECTION B
Installalion Work, Pract. .
Installation Work, Pract .
Installation Work, Pract....
Practical Drawing ...
English (Precis and Report)
Workshop Practice
Workshop Practice
Electrical Calculations
Practical Drawing ...
Engineering Science
Electrotechnology, Lectnre and Laboratory
Installation Work, Lecture and Laboratory
Workshop Technology
Mathematics
Room
G
G
11
11
, G
G
33
33
33
19
19
12
12
14
33
33
33
14
17
11
[.j
12
G
6
8
8
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DAY COURSES.
22D. Part-time Courses-·Electrical Installation Work
(For Apprentices, by arrangement with Employers).
(Session-September to May).
Part-time Courses, conducted over one full day and two evenings
per week, have been arranged to facilitate the technical training of
Electrical Apprentices. Day Classes are confined to practical work
and to Mathematics, Science, Drawing and English (Precis and
Report Writing); Evening Classes provide instruction in Electrical
Engineering and Installation Technology.
Course Fee, £1 per Session.
23D. Part~time Course-Electrical Engineering
Technology (Apprentices)
This Course, conducted over two full days and three evenings per
week, has been arranged to enable Electrical Apprentices, who have
attained the requisite standard in Mathematics and in the subjects
of the Senior Trade Certificate Course, to proceed on higher studies
in Electrical Engineering Technology; the Course provides instruction
in Principles of Electricity, Phy ics, Mathematics, Applied Heat,
Mechanics and Strength of Materials. up to the standard of the
Joint Section A Syllabuse, I.E.E. Graduateship Examination.
SUBJECTS
Electrical Engineering Technology
Physics
Mathematics
Mechanics
Applied Heat and Thermodynamics
Course Fee, £1 per Session.
HOURS
Day
4!
3
I!
3
PER WEEK
Evening
5
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24D. Part-time Courses-Projection Science and Technology
(Cinema Apprentices)
The Courses are designed to provide for the technical training of
Cinema Apprentices employed in the Dublin Area, and are organised
in co-operation with the Trade Union and the Irish Cinrma and
Theatre Managers' Association.
The Courses extend over three Sessions and provide a minimum
of four hours of in. truction per week in Mathematic5, Elementary
Science, Light and Sound, Technical Electricity, Electrical Repro-
duction of Sound, and Sound Head Amplifier Equipment!.
The Session extends from October to mid-June in each year.
Fee for each Course, 10/-.
25D. Part-time Courses-Practical Chemistry
The Courses are suitable for students preparing for the Final
Examinations of the Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland or examina-
tions of approximately equivalent standard.
Classes are conducted in the afternoon from 2.30 p.m. to 5.30 p.m.,
On days arranged to meet, as far as po sible, the convenience of
students.
Course Fee, £1 per Term.
26D. Part~time Courses-Practical Pharmacy
The Courses are intended for Pharmaceutical students preparing
for the Final Examinations of the Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland.
Three Courses are conducted in each Session, viz., one Course in
each of the three School terms, viz., Autumn, Lent and Summer
terms.
There are approximately twelve class meetings to each Course.
Clas es meet on Wednesday or Thursday afternoons from 3 to 6
p·m·
Course Fee, £1.
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SINGLE SUBJECTS: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
(Se sion-October to July).
Accommodation permitting, Classes of establisbed Courscs in one or more of the specialised subjects listed
bereunder may be taken, if approved by the Principal, on payment of the appropriate fees.
Subject Day Hour Fee
S. 1 Pure Mathematics (tutorial) ... ... ... M.W.F. 3.30--5.00 £1 per Term
S. 2 Applied Mathematics (tutorial) ... ... Tu., Th. 3.30- 5.00 £1 per Term
S. 3 Physics II (Lecture and Lab.) ... ... M.,Th. 9.30-12.30 £1 per Term
S. 4 Chemistry II (Lecture and Lab). ... ... W.F. 9.30-12.30 £1 per Term
S. 5 Chemical Analysis (Practice) ... ... ... Tu. 9.30-12.30 £1 per Term
S. 6 Dietetics Science ... ... ... .., Sat. 9.30-12.30 £1 per Term
S. 7 Botany and Biology ... ... ... .. , Tu., Th . 5.00- 6.30 £1 per Term
S. 8 Industrial Bacteriology ... ... .. . Tu.,'lh . 5.00- 7.00 301. per Session
S. 9 Botany, Advanced ... ... ... ... F. 5.00- 7.00 £1 per Term
S.10 Bio·Chemistry ... ... ... .. . M. 3.00- 6,00 £1 per Session
S.l1 X-ray Physics and Apparatus ... ... As Arraaged £1 per Term
8.12 Prellm. PhYsics r\lr R:idto~r"llby ... ... F. 10.0-11.30 £1 per Term
S.13 Electri""l Technology ... ... ... F. 9.30-12.30 £1 per Term
S.l1 Electrical Installation Technology ... ... F . 2.00- 5.00 £1 per Term
8.15 Technical Drawing ... ... ... .. . Tu. 2.00- 3.30 £1 per Term
Sat. 10.15-11.45 l
S.16 Workshop Practice ... ... ... ... Th. 9.30- 5.00 1 £1 per Term
S J 7 Telegraphy (Morse) ... ... .. . .. , As arranged £1 per Term
?18 RadJo E"alneerlnll, Theory ... ... As arranged £1 per Term
8.19 Radio Engineer.ng, Labora tory ... ... AB arranged £\ per Term
8.20 Radio Service Work ... , .. .. , A& arranlled £2 per Term
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SCHOOLS OF ELECTRICAL £NGINEERING, RADIO
TECHNOLOGY, PHYSICS AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY
EVENING COURSES.
CERTIFICATE AND DIPLOMA COURSES: EXTERNAL EXAMINATlO s.
The attention of Students is directed to the Examinations in Art,
Engineering and Chemical Technology, and Craft subjects con-
ducted under the auspices of the Department of Education, the City
and Guilds of London Institute, and Professional Institutions, such
a the Institution of Electrical Engineers, the Institute of Gas
Engineers, etc.
When deciding on a Course of Study the intending student
should consult the Principal or a Lecturer. It i important that the
Cour e prescribed should meet the educational requirements of the
student, and lead to the acquirement of a Technical Qualification
of recognised standing in Industry. Such qualifications are of
definite value to the holders when seeking employment or betterment
of position.
The Established Courses listed hereunder are conducted in
relation to the examination requirements of the several authorities
named.
COURSE EXAI\IINATIO"-' SYLLABUSES
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Department of Education.
Institution of Electrical Engineers
Department of Education.
Citv nnn Guilds (Lonn.).
City and Guilds (Lond.t
{
Department of Industry and
Commerce (Provisional Inter-
national Civil A v i a t ion
Organisation).
}{
.. }{
avigationAir
Breadmaking and Flour Confec-
tionery
BreWing
Electrical Engineering Practice...
Electrical Installation Work
Flour Milling
Flour Testing
FUel Technology
COURSE
Gas Engineering and Supply
Instrument Making: Glass
Blowing
IIIuminating Engineering
Line Telegraphy, Telephony
Milk Processing
Oils, Fats and Waxes ...
Ophthalmic Optics
Paper Manufacture
Paints and Varnishes ...
Petroleum Products
Physics; Applied Chemistry:
Botany; Biology;
Mathematics
Pharmaceutical Chemistry and
Allied Subjects
Radio-Communication
Radio Service Work ...
Radio-Telegraphy, -Telephony
(Aircraft and Marine Radio
Officers)
X-Ray Phy ics and Apparatus ...
{
{
{
}{
{
{
EXAMINATIO SYLLABUSBS
City and Guilds (Lond.>.
Institute of Gas En2;ineera
Institute of Physics.
City and Guilds (Lond.>.
Illuminating Engineerini
Society.
Department of Education.
Institution of Electrical
Engineers.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Assoc. Ophth. Opticians,
Ireland. Worshipful Camp.
Spectacle Makers, etc.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Department of Education.
University of London.
Institute of Chemistry.
Pharmaceutical Society of
Ireland.
Department of Education.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Institution of Electrical
Engineers, etc.
B. Inst. of Radio Engineers.
City and Guilds (Lond.).
Radio Trades Examination
Board, London.
Department of Education.
Department of Posts and Tele-
graphs.
Society of Radiographers.
Further information in regard to Schemes of Exte~nal Examina-
tions may be had on request to the Principal.
SCHOOL OF APPLIED PHYSICS AND
MATHEMATICS.
CONSULTANTS:
THE PRINCIPAL.
IIead of Department: F. NOLAN, 'LSC., H.DIP.ED.
Senior Lecturer in Pure and Applied Mathematics: J. M. FORDE, B.E.
TIME.TABLE OF EVENING COURSES:
Pure and Applied Physics: All Stages.
Technical Physics: Special Advanced Courses.
Pure and Applied Mathematics: All Stages.
Applied Optics (Diploma in Optometry).
Illuminating Engineering and Photometry.
Laboratory Arts.
-
APPLIED PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS.
The Curriculum in this section offers fundamental Courses in
Physics and in Mathematics, which, in general, are linked with the
requirements of Technological Courses in Engineering and Chemical
Technology.
A number of the Courses are specific in character and are planned
to meet the needs for training and certification of students of
Ophthalmic Optics and of Illuminating Engineering. A further
Course aims to give adequate training to Laboratory Technicians.
EXTERNAL EXAMINING BODIES. It should be noted that the
syllabuses of instruction are based, for the most part, on the require-
ments of external Examining Bodies, of Professional Institutions,
and of the University of London. A list of these is set forth on
page 49 and detailed information in regard to the Examinations of
any of the bodies named may be had on application to the Principal.
ADMISSION OF STUDENTS. In general, students applying for
admission to Intermediate Courses must have attained a standard of
general education approximating to Matriculation, or have completed
atisfactorily attendance at an approved Preliminary Science Course,
including General Physics, Mechanics and Mathematics.
CLASS REGISTRATION. Registration on Class Rolls and entry on
the Course of Study provided by any Class may be made only on
presentation to the Lecturer or Instructor of the appropriate Official
Receipt and Clas Ticket.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIONS AND CLASS
PROMOTION REGULATIONS.
Examinations are held at end of Session in respect of each class-
subject; no student shall be admitted to the Examinations who has
not made at least three-fourths of the possible attendance, except in
very special circumstances and at the discretion of the Principal.
Promotion to a Higher Stage of instruction in any subject is con-
tingent on passing the Sessional Examinations in the Lower Stage.
An Experimental Record Book is required to be maintained by
each student of a Laboratory Class; an as essment shall be made at
end of Session of each student's progress in laboratory technique and
experimental ability.
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EVE ING COURSES.
SUBJECT Day TEACHER
PURE AND APPLIED PHYSICS
PRELIMINARY STAGES-Fee, 10/. each Course.
I I< Elementary Science (Physics 7.30-10.0 M may be 8rran~ed
and Chemistry)
21( Physics I (Maths., Mech., 7.30-10.0 a; may he arran~ed
Heat)
31< Magnetism & Electricity, I Tuesday... 7.30.-10.0 t2 Bb ~(. J. Noone
41< Magnetism & Electricity, I Wednesday 7.30-10.0 12-8b Do.
61< Magnetism & Electricity, I Thursday... 7.30-10.0 1~-8b llo.
MC<'hanics I
General Physics and Heat U
Heat Light, Sound (Tutorial)
Light Il
Magnetism & Electricity, U
Mechanics U (Applied Mat~.)
61<
71<
81<
91<
10K
111<
INTERMEDIATE STAGE Fee, 10/- per
Friday 7.30-10.0 4
Monday... 7.30-10.0 12 10
as may be ar I an~ed
Wednesday 7.30-10.0 8a 10
Friday 7.30-10.0 U.10.BI>
Thursday... 7. ~0-10. 0 19
Course.
]. M. ~IcConnack
G. Bernfolc1; J. Kane
\1. S' echy
J K;Utt', I O'R, ill)'. E. Hanl)
C. 0 Ch"bhlill
each Course.
121<
IRI<
141<
161<
ADVANCED STAGES-Fee, 20/-
Heat & Thermodynamlcs,UI Friday 7.30-10.0
Wave Motion and Sound, Monday 7.30-9.30
III
Magnetism & Electricity, III Tuesday 7.30-10.0
Mechanics (including Strength Wednesday 7.30-10.0
of Materials) UI
Ionisation and Electronics, I Tuesday... 7.30-930
17
9
5-10 ·6
17
13
R. W. Hyder
F. Nolan
],Derham
]. M. Forde
]. Kaue
181<
191<
20R:
NK ADVANCED PRACTICAL PHYSICS-Fee, 20/. per Term.
The Course will provide five hours of Laboratory instruction on two evenings per week,ts may be arranged, suited to the needs 01 students preparing lor the Inter·Sclence and
I eg~ee Examinations 01 the University of London and lor the Examinations 01 Prolessional
nSlltutions. The instruction will be carried over the Autumn, Lent and Summer Terms.
TECHNICAL PHYSICS: SPECIAL ADVANCED COURSES.
SUMMER TERM-Fee, 20/- per Course.
Engineering Electronics and To be 7.30-9.30 6-0-11 H. de Lacy
Oscillographs arranged
Electro - Acoustics do. F. Nolan
Television Reception and
Transmission do. P. J. Byrne
PURE AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS
211<
221<
al<
241(
261<
26K
Mathematics,
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
PRELIMINARY STAGES-Fee, 10/-
lA Friday 7.80-9.30
lB Tuesday... 7.30-9.30
UA Thursday.. 7.30-9.30
lIB Wednesday 7.30-9.30
IlIA Thursday... 7.20-9.30
IUB Tuesday... 7.30-9.80
per
8"
17
8a
6
6
6
Course.
A. D. Whelan
A. D. Whelan
\. D. Whelan
A.D.Whelan
J. D. HaoketC
J. D. Hackett
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EVENING COURSES
No.
ot
Oourse
SUBJECT Day Hour IRoom I TEAonER
Course.INTERMEDIATE STAGES-Fee, 10/- per
27K IMathematics, IV ... IMonday ... I 7.30-9.;lfj I
28K Do. V. .•. Friday... 7.30-9.30
5
5 le. 0 CearbbalUC. 0 eearbha!ll
29K
30K
Mathematics, VI
Mathematics VII
FINAL STAGES-Fee, 20/- per Course.
·'·1 Monday "·1 7.30-9.~0 ]17
... Tuesday... 7.30-9.30 14
M. Forde
d"
32K
33K
TUTORIAL CLASS-Fee, 10/. per Course.
StK I Mathematics (Jnter 8laaes) ... I Thursday ... I 7.30-9.30 J 14
MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS--Fee, 10/· per Course.
Mathematical Pbyslc...-I .. I~riday \ 7.30-9.30 I 4 I]' ~I McCormack
Do. -IJ. Jbur<. 7.30-9.30 19 C. 0 CearbhaiJI
CERTIFICATION COURSES FOR OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS-
DIPLOMA COURSE IN OPTOMETRY
The Courses are organised in conjunction with the Lxamillatlfll1S of the ~\gsociatioll 01
Ophthalmic Opticians, Ireland. Applicants fur admission to the COl1r~es ~ho111d have attaiucd
a standard of general edncation equivalent to thal connoled by the Matriculation o.
Leaving Certificates.
Intending students are advised, in the first instan e, to apply 10 the Association for
full particulars relating 10 Syllabnses, Registration and cond.tions of admission to the
professional examinations for the Oiploma in Optometry.
The Diploma exuminatic,lls are conducted on s}'l1abuses in three sectioll!=t and, to facili-
tate students, the Diploma ourse of studies is correspondingly arranged in three sections
or parts alld conducted over three S ·s.~iolls; other conditions being satisfied" the course
student has the choice of ~itting for the Diploma c.'aminatiol.s at the conduslon or tI.1fee
Sessions of study covering Parts 1, I [ and III or of sitting for each Part of the Exanl1na·
tiol1 at the conclu~ion or the COl1r~e or study relatlllg' to that Part.
It should be noted that a condition or admis~iot1 to any Part or the Diploma Examina-
tion is the attainment of a Certificate signed by the Principal certifring an attendance of
at least 75% at each class in an ohliR"atory Course snbject.
DIPLOMA COURSE IN OPTOMETRY
Fee: Each Part, £3; Single Suhject. 30/-.
34K
35K
86K
PART I
Physical Optics Tuesday 7.30-8.80 15 F. Nolan
do. (L-.b.) Tu sday 8.80-10.0 do.
Anatomy and PhYeloloay Wednesday .. 7.08.0 28 Dr. McNally
OptIcal calculations (Optlona)) Wednesday .. 8.30'9.80 8a K. P. Culllton. F. Tolan
PART IT
VIsual Optics :)fOn., 'fbur 8.0 10.0 15 K. P. Culllton
Anatomy and Recoanltlon ot ~118" V. Oorcaan
Abnormal onditlnl18 Wednesday .. 8.0-9.30 28 Dr. McN.lly
PAR'l'IH
Subjective and Objective
Slllht TeaUn& W dnesday .. 7.30-0.30 15 T. ::l. l\Iason
Workshop Pr8Ctl~ and
Dlspenlillnll Friday 7.80 9.30 16 do.
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EVE I G COURSES.
DIPLOMA COURSE IN OPTOMETRY-contd,
SHORT FULL-TIME SUMMER COURSES IN PARTS I, 11 AND III
A. In order to facilitate regi~tered studt:nts who are not resident within the City Borough
in~~a ,and who are following approved theoretical coursf"S of instruction, short full·tllne
f ens!ve courses are provided, each affording approximatelr 60 hours of practical instruc-
pon ~n Physical OptIcs, in Anatomy and Recogllltlon 0 Abllormal ouditions, and In
raCtlcal Sight Testing and Dispensing.
of "The Course for Part I and that for Parts II and III will be conducted in the month
...ay in each Session over a full-time period of two weeks.
The normal reglllations in regard to attendance at these Courses will apply.
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING AND PHOTOMETRY.
Students will be admitted to the First Year of the Intermediate
Course who hold
(i) A Pass Certificate in Mathematics, Stage IV
or (ii) Intermediate Certificates in Electrical Engineering (D.e. & A.C.)
or (iii) Ordinary Grade Certificate In Gas Engineering
or (iv) Matriculation or Leaving Certificates or equivalent.
(Examination Syllabuoes: City and Guilds of London Institute).
ILLUMINATING ENGINEERING AND PHOTOMETRY.
INTERMEDIATE COURSES Fee, £2 per Course.
Do.
E. V. CIeary
per week as may be E. V. Cleary
arranged
per week as may be
arranged
8 I 1'. J. O'caUngban
2 hrs. per week
2 hrs. per week
2 hrs.
2 hrs.
Stage.
7.0-9 So
Photometry: Practical Light Sources
~lR.ST YEAR
371( Light Production and Control ...
LI~ht It (Optional) ... Wedne..cl&y I
Mathematics (Optional)-Any Stage.
Engineering Drawing (Optional)-Any
SECOND YEAR
38\( Illumination: Distribution and Control
l'hotometry
Optional Subjects as lor First Year.
TliIJU) FINAL COURSES Fee, £2 per Course.YEAR39l( Radiation: Spect r05COpy at times to be arranged
Heterochroma tic l'hotometry at times to be arranged
Technical Calculations at tunes to be arranged
FOURTH YEAR
40l( Artificial Light Sources and EqUIpment at times to be arranged
Lighting Installations at tlmes to be arranged
Physiological Optics: Colour VIsion at times to be arranged
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EVENING COURSES
TEACHERDaySUBJ£CT
No.
of
(ourse Hour I Room I
----'---------------'-------'-----"-----'-------
LABORATORY ARTS' CERTIFICATE COURSE.
INSTRUMENT MAKING AND GLASS BLOWING.
I
]. Foley-;
M. Sheehy
A. D. Whelan
1
p
8a1
7.30.10.0 I
730 10.0
7.30-9.30I
Tuesday
Monday
Friday
PRELIMINARY STAGES-Fee, 10/- per Course.
FIRST YEAR
lustrument Making-I
Physics-lA
Mathematics-I ...
41K
42K
SECOND YEAR.
Instrument Making-Il
Matheruatics-JI ...
Magnetism &I Electricity, I
Tuesday 17.30-10.0 I 1 J. Foley
Tbllr.day... 7.30-9.30 8a IA. D.Whelan
Wednesday 7.30-10.0 12 8b M.]. Noone
FINAL STAGES-Fee, 10/- per Ccu..".
... IMon., \\'ed. 17.30.10.0 I 27
... Friday... 7.30-10.0 12-10
43K
HK
THIRD YEAR
IGlass Blowing-I ...Magnctism and Electricity-It
FOURTH YEAR
Glass Blowing-lI
Physics-I! (LIght) 1
1I
W
f°
ectn
n., esctFria'y'" I7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
27 I
8--10
W. G. Brady
E. Hanly, J. Kane
W. G. Brady
]. M. McCormack
MATRICULATION AND PRELIMINARY PROFESSIONAL COURSE.
14 le. 0 CearbhaiJI
To be ar/ranged I
to be ar ranged
Thursday... 7.15-9.15
This Course is suitable for the Matriculation Examination of the University of London
and other qualifying examinations of similar standard.
For Matriculation, a candidate must sit for English, Mathematics and French with two
of the undermentioned subjects. A candidate may select a paper of lower standard in
French, in which case three of the selective subjects must be offered.
~uitable classes are;-
OBLIGATORY SUBJECTS;
English
French
Mathematics (Tutorial)
SELECTIVE SUBJECTS;
Electricity and Magnetism Friday 7.30-10.0 12 10 8 ]. Kane
Drawing Mon., Thur. 7.30-9.30 11 J. WlIIlams
Mechanics Friday 7.30-9.30 4. J. M. McCormack
Hcat, Light and Sound WedneSday 7.30-10.0 12 8 10 W. Broderick
Chemistry-f Tues., Wed. 7.0·100 25 21 D. W. Motrissey
INTERMEDIATE AND DEGREE EXAMINATIONS.
~tudents requiring instruction in subjccts for the Intermediate and Degree Examina-
tions of the University of London should consult the Principal, who will adVIse on suitable
courses of study.
SCHOOL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY.
CONSULTANTS:
THE PRINCIPAL,
Senior Lecturer: W. BRODERICK, M.SC., H.DIP.ED.
TIME.TABLE OF EVENING COURSES:
Pure and Applied Chemistry.
Physical Chemistry.
Technical Chemical Analysis.
Bio-Chemistry and Biology.
Pharmacy and Allied Subjects.
Botany.
Industrial Microbiology.
Technology of Manufactures.
Languages.
EVE I G COURSES
APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY.
The Curriculum includes basic Courses in the Chemical and
Biological Sciences and, also, specialised Courses in Technical
Analysis and in the Technology of Manufactures, adapted to the
needs of local and national industry and to the training and qualifica-
tion of industrial technical personnel and of scientific workers
generally.
EXTERNAL EXAMINING BODIES. It should be noted that the
syllabuses of instruction are based, for the most part, on the require-
ments of external Examining Bodies, of Professional Institutions, and
of the University of London. A list of these is set forth on page 49
and detailed information in regard to the Examinations of any of the
bodies named may be had on application to the Principal.
ADMISSION OF STUDENTS. In general, students applying for
admission to Intermediate Courses must have attained a standard of
general education approximating to Matriculation, or have completed
sati factorily attendance at an approved Preliminary Science Course,
including General Physics, Mechanics and Mathematics.
CLASS REGISTRATIO. Registration on Class Rolls and entry on
the Course of Study provided by any CIa s may be made only on
presentation to the Lecturer or Instructor of the appropriate Official
Receipt and Class Ticket.
SESSIO AL EXAMINATIO S AND CLASS
PROMOTION REGULATIONS.
Examinations are held at end of Session in respect of each class-
subject; no student shall be admitted to the Examinations who has
not made at least three-fourths of the possible attendance, except in
very special circumstance and at the discretion of the Principal.
Promotion to a Higher Stage of instruction in any subject is con-
tingent on pa sing the Ses ional Examinations in the Lower Stage.
An Experimental Record Book is required to be maintained by
each student of a Laboratory Class; an assessment shall be made at
cnd of Ses ion of each student's progress in laboratory technique and
experimental ability.
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EVENING COURSES
SCHOOL OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY AND BIOLOGY.
1100.
or
~lIrse
Subject Day Teacher
MIss F. Doheny
Miss F. Doherty
lIIie9 F. Doherty
M. Sheehy; ]. McCormack
D. W )Iorrlssey.
D. W. MOrrissey;
D. W. Momssey.
D. W. ~T"rrleeey;
G. Bemfeld; ]. Kane
16
16
16
8a&10
7.0 8.0 I 25
8.0-10.0 21
7.0 8.0 25
8.0-10./) ~1
7.30 10.0
7.08.0
8.0 10.0
7.010.0
7.S0-10.0
Tues.
Tues.
Thuf8.
Wed.
PURE AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
INORGANIC AND ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
INTERMEDIATE COURSES-Fee, £1 per Course.
FIRST YEAR.
inorganIc CbemJ.try. Lecture I A ITues.
Do. Do. Lab.-IA. Tue'.
Do. Do. Lecture-lB. Wed.
Do. Do. Lab.-IB. W'd.
PhYelce-ll. (Heat) A &; B )lon.
SECOND YEAR.
InorganIc Chemistry. Lecture
Chemtcal Analysis-IT...
Do.
Phyelce (Light III
ADVANCED COURSES-Fee, 30/- per Course.
TUIRJ) YEAl<.
Inorganic Chemistry. Lecture Mon. 7.0-8.0 22 H. D. 'fbornton
Chemical Analysis-IlL Mon. 8.0 10.0 22 H. D. 'fborntoo
Do. Tuee. 7.010.0 22 Ho D. Thorntoo
Pbyslcs II. (Mag. & Elen.) Frl. 7.0-9.80 12&10 E. Hanly; ]; Kane
}'OURTll YEAR.
Organic Chemistry Lecture 'I'bure. 70-8.0 25 W. BrOderick
Organic Analyste IV. Frl. 7.0'10.0 22 B. G. Fa&ao; W. Bro!lerick
Do. Thure. 8.0-10.0 22 B. G Fa&llD; W. Brndedck
Physics (Optional) a. may be aTra nged
FIFIH YEAR
Organlo Cheml try. Lecture Frl ~O-g 0 25 W. Broderick
Or&anlc Analysle-V. FJI. ; 0 S.O 22 B. G. FagllD: W. Brudcrick
11.0-10.0
Do. Thurs. 7.0'10.0 22 B. G. Fagan: W. Brodelick
Physlce (OpttonaJl as may bc aITa nged
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY-Fee, £1 per Course.
(Summer Term)
I
PhYsical Cheml8try Lectnre .. \ Thurs. "1 7.1h~.0 I 16 IW' Broderick
PhYMlcal Chcml8Lry Laboratory Thurs. . . 8.0 9.30 16 W. BrOderick
57l{ I Botany
BIO-CHEMISTRY Fee, £1 per Courae.
5Gl{ I Basic Biology and Bio-Chemistry I Wed'lcsday I 7.0 -10.0 I 21 I
GENERAL BOTANY-Fee, 20/- per Course.
... I Friday ... I '.0 -9.S0 I 28 I P. T. Carroll
TECHNICAL ENTOMOLOGY-Fee, £1 p.>r Course.
(Summer Term)
58Jr I Entomolo~y and Llmnology ... \ Tuur day .. I 7.30-9.30 I 2:1 I E. MoMa4oll
------
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EVENING COURSES
No.
of
Course
SUBJECT Day TEACHER
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY.
Specialised Advanced Courses in Technical Analysis.
Fee, 30/. per Course.
'FOOD AND DRUGS.
59K I Technical Analysis '" I Tburs. & Fri. I 7.0 -10.0 22 B. G. Fagan
'On.S AND FATS.
60K I Technical Analyris ... I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.0 -10.0 22 B. G. Fagan
'GAS MANUFACTURE.
61K I Technical Analysis ... I Thurs. & Fri. I 7.0 ·10.0 22 B. G. Fagan
TECHNOLOGY OF FUELS.
62K I Technical Analysis ... ... I Thur.;. & Fri. I 7.0 -10.0 22 B. G. Fagan
'TESTING OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS (FUEL On.S AND LUBRICANTS).
63K I Technical Analysis... ... I Tbun;. & Fri. I 7.0 -10.0 I 22 I B. G. Fagan
TECHNOLOGY OF MANUFACTURES.
* Admission to the following advanced and specialised Courses is con-
ditional on the applicant satisfying the Principal or appropriate Lecturer of
ability to follow the instruction; in general, a tudent should have passed the
Intermediate Stages of the Applied Chemistry Course or hold equivalent or
superior qualifications prior to enrolment.
The special attention of students is drawn to the Certificate Courses in Industrial
Microbiology and in Technology of Foods.
The Increased emphasis 0:1 quality control in the Food Industries and in legislation
applying to these Industries, necessitates special Chemical, Microscopic and Biological
Techniques, in which it is becoming imperative on the Industrial Chemist to acquire a
fundamental training.
* INDUSTRIAL MICROBIOLOGY AND ENZYME CHEMISTRY-Fee, 30/- per Couroe.
Bacteriolo&'Y•
23 IM. J. Gorman ; Dr. M. Kane
23 M. J. Gorman; Dr. M. Kaue1
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0IMon.Wed.
ITues. I7.30-10.0 I 23 IM. J. GormanThun;. 7.30-10.0 23 Ilo.
CERTIFICATE COURSE IN TECHNOLOGY OF FOODS
Summer Term only, 20/-; Fee, £3 per Course.
Director of Course: Mr. B. G. FAGAN, Public Analyst.
PART I: Autumn and Leat Tenns :-Fce £2
IBacteriology-I ...... I)[on. I7.30-10.0 I 23 1)1. J. GormanBiology and Biochemistry... Wed. 7.0 .10.0 24
SUMMER TERM :-Fee £1
I Dairy Products: I I I IMicroscopy of Starches ... Thur.;., Fri.... 7.0 -10.0 22 B. G. Fagan
STAGE I.
ILecture and Laboratoryu u
STAGE Il.ILec:.ure and Labor~tOry65K
d7K
64K
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EVE I G COURSES
No.
of
Course
~-----
SUBJECT Day TEACHER
CERTIFICATE COURSE IN TECHNOLOGY OF FOODS.
6~K
PART I1: Autumn and
Bacteriology-II ...
Foods and Water Analysis
Lent Terms :-Fee £2
... ITu... .. 17.30-10.0
... Thurs., Fri.... 7.0 -10.0
23
22
M. J. Gormau
B.G. Fagan,
6UK
SUM~tER TERM :-Fee £l
ITechnical Entomology... ... IMon. ... I7.0 9.30Food Indu,trial Technology... Wed. ... 7.0 -U.30 I 28 IE. McMahon28 M. J. Gorrnan
I Examinations will be conducted immediately on conclusion 01 the work of each Section
? the Course; a Full Technological Certificate will be awarded on the attainment 01 a Pass
In all Sections. The work of the Course will be supplemented by a directed course of reading.
Note.-Students need not take all subjects scheduled lor any particular year, and may
qr,alily lor the award 01 a Full Technological Certificate on attainment 01 the total numbers
o eetional Certificates within a reasonable period.
BREWING AND CHEMISTRY OF FERMENTATION.
INTERMEDIATE STAGES Fee, 30/- per Course.
FIRST YEAR.
Ito be arrangedl I IThur>. ... 7.0 -9.30 1622
... Ito be arranged I I I
... Tue•., Thur. 7.0 -9.30 23
... / Fri. I 6.0 ·8.0 I 23 I
... Thurs. 7.0 -9.30 22
STAGES-Fee, 30/- per Course.
10K
7lK
72K
73K
Cereal Science
Organic Chemlstry-I
SECOND YEAR.
Brewmg Science-I
Organic Chemistry- 1I
ADVANCED
THIRD YEAR.
Brewing-I1
Physical Chemistry-I
FOURTH YEAR.
Brewing-Ill
Bacteriology-I
IMon.Fri. 7.0 -9.307.0 ·9.30 2822
FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY.
INTERMEDIATE COURSE-STAGES I and n.-Fee, 10/- per Course.
I
Flour Milling Principles... ... I Mon. ... 17.0 -11.30 I 13 I W. de Lacy
Milling Science ... ... ... Thurs. ... 7.0 -9.30 10 W. de Lacy.
FINAL COURSE- TAGES ITI and IV.-Fee, 20/- per Course.
Milling Technolcgy , Wed. '''17.0 -9.~0 I :I IW. de Lacv
Cereal Srienee Ion. .. 7.0 ·9.3U .' I< \. WArcy
FLOUR TESTING Fee, 20/- per Course.
761( I Flour Tcstlnll .. I ~Jon. ... I 7.0 ·9.30 I 23 I H. A. D'Arey
_--------~62
EVENING COURSES.
No. I
of
Cowse
Day TltACHER
MILK PROCESSING AND MILK PRODUCTS.
INTERMEDIATE STAGE-Fee, 30/- per Course.
77K I Bacteriology-I ... I Mon. or Wed. 17.30-10.0 I 23 I M.J.Gonnao; Dr.M.Kane
FINAL STAGES: THREE SESSIONS-Fee, 30/- per Course.
78K I Milk Proce£Sing ... I Wed., Thurs. I 6.0 -8.0 123 281 M.]. Gonnan
TUTORIAL AND LABORATORY COURSES.
Fee, 30/- per Course.
Applicants for admission to the following tutorial and laboratory Courses should consult
the Principal, who will advise students in regard to preliminary and ancillary Courses and
to the examination requirements of the City and Guilds of London Institute, the Institution
of Gas Engineers and other professional and examining bodies.
79K Technology of Paint and Varnish Manufacture.
SOK Town Gas Manufacture and Supply.
8lK Paper Manufacture.
82K Textile Technology, Microscopy and Analysis.
83K Electro-Deposition of Metals.
84K Dyeing and Cleaning.
CHEMISTRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTO-MECHANICAL PROCESS WORK,
LITHOGRAPHY, ETC.-Fee, 30/- per Course.
8b K I Lecture and Laboratory .. j Thurs. .. I 7.SIM.SO I 22 1]1'. Nolan
CHEMISTRY AND BOTANY FOR SEEDSMEN-Fee, 10/- per Course.
86K I Lecture and Laboratory .. I 'fhurs. .. I 7.8IM.80 I 28 I P. T. Carroll
MEDICAL CHEMISTRY
Fee,
~redlc"lChemistry,
Do.
Do.
£2 10s. Od. per Course: Lectures only, 30/-.
wct. I At times to be arranged 1 16 I O. W. Morrl_.y
Lab. .. .. .. 16 D. W. Morrill8eY
Lab. " .. .. 16 D. W. Mouis ...ey
COURSES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS
CERTIFICATE COURSE (LECTURE AND LABORATORY) IN CHEMISTRY:
PHARMACEUTICAL LICENCE EXAMINATION
Course Fee, £3 pl!r Session.
Note.-The prescribed syllabuses are covered by the Lectures in Two Parts, viz.:
Part I-Forty Lectures: September to February inclusive.
Inorganic Chemistry.
Organic Chemistry (A1iphatic).
Part II-Thirty Lectures: March to June inclusive.
PhYSIcal Chemistry.
Organic Chemistry (Aromatic).
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EVENING COURSES.
8ubject Teacller
COURSES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMIST5-contd,
8RK Pbar. Chemistry Lect. A
Lab. A
Lect. H
Lab.B
(September to June).
Moo. & Frt. 7.0-8.0
Moo. & Frt. 8.0-10.0
MOD. & Fri. 7 0 -8.0
MOD. & Fr!. 8.0 .10.0 1
26
21
16
16
P.J.Hurley
P. J. Hurley
D. W. ~lorrlseeY
D. W. ~forrlssry
(September to
~YK IChemlcal Laborator:v
(120 boorwl
• POST-LECTURE CERTIFICATE COURSES IN
Fee. Ul/- per Course.
February: February to May:
"I Mon., Wed. I 7.0-10.0
Tburs.
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
May to Angust).
\
21. 22'j P. J. Hurlsy;D. W. MOrrissey
16 MIss F. Doherty
PRACTICE COURSES IN PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL CHEMISTRY.
Fee, 20/- per Course.
(September to January: January to April; May to July).
*90K ICbemloaJ Laboratory .. IWed. & Tburs I 7.0-10.0 121-1111 P. J. Uurley; D. W. Morrf8Sey
Mi5SF. Doherty
• Afternoon Courses may be arranged in respect of Practice Courses.
• BOTANY-Fee. 10/- per Courve.
(September to June).
.. ITues. or Tbors I 8.0-9.30 I 2" f P. T. Carroll
U2'\
98K
• MATERIA MEDICA-Fee. 18/- per Course.
(September to June).
I "awrla MedIca .. ITuee. or Thurs. I 7.0 -8.0 23
• Courses recognised by the Pharmaceu tical Society of Ireland.
PRACTICAL PHARMACY-Fee. 20/- per Course.
(September to January; January to May: May to July).
ILeetore aud PraotloaJ .. IMon.. Tuss. 1 7.0 9.80 I 24 1 F. J. BarrallrYThWL. Frt.
96K
GERMAN FOR
IGerman-1Germao-ll
LANGUAGE COURSES
STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
:: I As m ..y be alraolled IF. Nol"',
EXAMINATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF LONDON
Courses for Matriculation: Preliminary Professional: Intermediate Science and B.Sc.
Examinations, University of London, see page 56.
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Promotion to a Higher Stage of instruction in any subject is con-
tingent on passing the Sessional Examinations in the Lower Stage.
An Experimental Record Book is required to be maintained by
each student of a Laboratory Class; an assessment shall be made at
end of Session of each student's progress in laboratory technique and
experimental ability.
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EVE ING COURSES,
SCHOOL OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGICAL.
SUIl,JEOT Day Hour 'Rooml TEAOllER
£LECTROTECHNOLOGY-ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
PRELIMINARY COURSES-Fee, 10/- per Course.
FIR T YEAR.
lleK Eleclrleal Engineering-I. Thurs. 7.30-10.0 12.8 M. J. Noone
Mathematics-I. Frl. 7.30-9.30 8a A. D. Wbelan
Drawing-I. Tues. 7.30-9.30 14 J. G. Moore
97K };Iectr!cal EngIneering-I. Tburs. 7.30-10.0 12.10 M. J. Ncone
Matbematlcs-I. Tues. 7.30-0.30 17 A. D. Whelan
Drawlnl-!. Mon. 7.30-9.30 14 J. G. Moore
INTERMEDIATE COURSES-Fee 10/- per Course.
DIRECT CURRENT AND MACHINES
OSK
GRADE I
Eleclrlcal Englneerlng- J1.
Matbematlcs- JJ. or hIli er stole
Technical Drawlng- n.
GRADE H.
Electrical Enll1neerlng- Jn.
Applied Mecbanlca- I. .,
MathematlCll nI.
Mon.
'Ved. or Thule
Wed. or Frl.
Wed.
Fri.
Tue. or Thur.
7.30-10.0
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
7.30-10.0
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
4-6
6
14
4-6
6
6
E. Tlan)y; P J. llyrne;
E. V. Cleary
A. D. Whelan.
J. WlIllamg; J. G. Moore
G. Ring, W. Fegan.
J. M. McCormack
J. D. Hacke.t
ALTERNATE CURRENT AND MACHINES
GRADE I
Electrical Engineering-IV.
Matll8'llat'cs IV.
Applied Mecbanlca 11.
GRADE n.
Eleclrleal Engineering-V.
Mathematlt.. IV.
~recbanICll-tH.
L'UeIl.
Mon.
Thurs.
TbUN!. Fri.
MoodaY
Wed.
7.30-10.0 4 6
7.30-9.30 5
7.30-9.30 19
7.30-10.0 4-6
7.30-9.30 6
7.30-9.30 17
G. Ring
C. O'Cc: rhballl
C. O'Cearbhaill
G. lllng
C. O'CearbhaiU
J 1. Forde.
FINAL COURSES-Fee, 20/- per Course.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE
GRADR liT. IGenbratl n aod TrallFml88lol1
or Tu.. '" 'rlmrs. 7.30 9.30 2
Dlltrfbu'lon and Utillaatloll 01
Elec'ricaJ Energy .,
MaUlemaUca V (or hlgber stage) Mon. or Fri. 7.3lr9.80 6
Eleot.rIoal TecbDOIOlJ Friday 7.80-9.30 2
Dr. H. N. Wroe
C. O'Cearbhafll
E.V.Qeary
_----------nlS
EVENING COURSES
SUBJECT Day Hour Room
INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
Associate Membership Course.
JOINT SECTION A-Fee, 20/-.
103K English ...
Mathematics, V and VI
Principles of Electricity
Applied Mechanic;
Applied Heat ...
Thursday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday
7.30-0.30
7.30-0.30
7.30-10.0
7.30-0.30
7.30-10.0
:;
17
6-10 6
17
17
S. Moynihan
J. M. Forde;
C. O'Cearbbaiil
E. V. Cleary; J. Derham
J. M. Forde
R. W. Ryder
SECTION B-Fee, 20/.
10J!{ I Electrical Engineering
Technology .
Electricity Supply .
or Electrical Installations
Friday
TueSday
Thursday
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
7.30-~.30
2
2
E. V. learY
Dr. H. N. Wroe
Dr. H. N. Wroe
Students should consult the Principal or a Lecturer before enrolling. It should be
noted that exemption from Part II of the Associate Membership Examination is accorded
to holders of the following qualification of the ity and Guilds of London Institute:
(i) Final Certificate in Electrical Engineering Practice, in either Section A or B or
C or D or E.
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION TECHNOLOGY.
(Course C, City ~d Guilds of London Institute).
Intending students must hold the Department of Education Junior Trade Certificate In
Electrical Installation Work or equivalent qualification prior to admission to the Inter·
mediate Stage, Course C.
105K , Electrical Engineering -Ill Wed. 7.30-10.0 4-6 G. Ring, W. Fegan
Applied Mechanics-I Fri. 7.30-9.30 4 J. M. McCormack
Mathematics-Ill Thun;. 7.30-9.30 :; J. D. Hacket!
106K Electrical Engineering-IV Tues. 7.30-10.0 4-6 G. Ring
Mathematics-Ill (or higher stage) Thurs. 7.30-9.30 6 J. D. Hacket!
Technical Drawing-Il Wed. 7.30-9.30 14 J. G. Moore
INTERMEDIATE STAGE Fee, 10/- per COur.....
FINAL STAGE-Fee, 20/. per Cour...
107K IElectrical Installation I Wed. . .. 1 7.30-10.0 I 19-6 I W. Fegan, O. McDermot!
Technology... ... ... Thurs. . ..
Mathematics Ot Technical Drawing III (optiOt1~\) QI may be arranged.
TEACHER
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EVE I G COURSES
N;"-----,.----------------;-------.,...----.,..---,-------
of SUBJECT Day Hour IRoom I~
--'-------
ELECTROTECHNICAL DRAUGHTSMANSHIP.
Certificate Course.
PRELIMINARY STAGE Fee, 10/- per Course.
FIRST YEAR.
1081{ 1111troductory Coursc ... I.Ion., Tues.
)
7.30-10.0 I H IJ. G. Moore;
]. William.
SECOND YEAR.
Electrotechnical
Drawing-I ... 1;:' ::: I 7.30-10.0 I 14 ]. Williams]. G. Moore
INTERMEDIATE STAGES-Fee, 10/- per Course.
THIRD YEAR.
1101{
1111{
IElcctrotechnicalDrawing-1I ...
FOURTH YEAR.
IElectrotechnicalDrawing-Ill
I Wed.... Thll~.
IMon.... Wed.
... I 7.30-1C.0 I 14 I]' WHliams
... ]. G. Moore
... I7.30-10.0 I 14 I]' WUliarns
... ]. G. Moore
FINAL STAGE-Fee, 20/- per Course.
FIFTH YEAR.
1121{ 1 E1ectrotechnical
Drawinl;-IV ... ITues.... Thurs. ::: I7.30-10.0 I 11 I]. WiUiarns]. G. Moore
• COURSE IN DRAWING OFFICE TRACING (Women).
Fee, 30/- per COur....
FIRST yEARIDrawfnll Office Traclnll "'1 Wed. FrI ... 17.30.10.01 14 J. Wllllam.;
J. G. Mone.
second and Hlllher Vent> &8 may be arranlled.
• Entrance Standard or Education: Intermediate or LeavlIlg Certificate or Equivalent.
EVENL G COURSES.
NO'jof
Course
SUBJECT Day TEACHER
COURSES FOR TRADE APPRENTICES
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK.
Fee, ID/- per Course.
Junior Trade Certificate Course. (Department of Education).
FIRST YEAR
1I4K Electrical Wiring-I, Pract. Mon. 7.30-10.0 33 A. Mulvaney.
(al Electrical Engineering-I Tues. 7.30-10.0 12.8 M. J. Noon.
Tcchnical Drawing-I Tbur•. 7.30-10.0 14 J. G. Moore
1I4K Electrjcal Wlrln~-I, Pract. Fri. ... 7.3D-10,O 33 A. Mulvaney
(b) Eleotrlcal Englneering- I Wed. 7.3D-1O.0 12,8 M. J. Nooue
TechnIcal Drawing-I Mon. 7.30 10.0 14 J. G. Moorc
1I4K Electrical Wiring-I, Pract. Wed. 7.3D-10 0 33 A. Mulvaney
(c) Electrical Engineering-I Thurs. 7.30-10.0 12.8 M. J.Noonc
Tecbnical Drawing-I Tue~. 7.30-10.0 14 J: G. Moorc
[ SECOND YEAR
1I5K El ctrical Wiring- n, Pract. ... Tbu",.orWed. 7.30-10.0 33 E. J. McNamara
Electrical Installation-n, Lec.... Tues. 7.30-9.0 4 W, Trundle
Electrical Engineering- n ... Mon. 7.30-10.0 6 E. J. Hanly; P. J. By
Senior Trade Certificate Course. (Department of Education) .
THIRD YEAR. ..
lI6K IElectrical Installation-Ill, pract'l Wed. 1 7.30-10.0 I 33 E. J. McNamaraElectrical Engineering (D.C. & A.C.) Thurs. 7.30-10.0 6 O. lIIcDcrmott
Technical Drawing ,.. ... Fri. 7.3D-9.3O 11 J. WiIJiams
117K
FOURTH YEAR
1
Electrical Maintenance
Fitting and Testiog
Electrical Installation
Technology (Tutorial) 1
Tues. "'1 7.30-10.0 1 33
as may be arran ged
E. J. McNamara
W. Trundle
W. Fegan
W. Trundle
ELECTRICAL FITTING AND MAINTENANCE WORK.
Associated Courses in Practical Subjects.
Fee, 10/- per Course.
1I8K
119K
120K
Cable Joir.ting-I
Cable Jointing-Il
Cable Jointing-III
• CABLE JOlNTING.
... , Mon., Wed. 1 7.30-10.0 I
... Tues., Thurs. 7.30-10.0
... Tues, Thurs. 7.30-10.0
33 IM.O'Keeffe,
33 M. O'Keeffe
33 M. O'Keeffe
• INSTRUMENT MAKING.
124K Instrument Worksbop-I ... ITues. .., 17.30-10.(1 I J. Foley
_1_2_5_K_.:....;I_os_trum__en_t_W_o_r_ksb_o-'p'---_I_I__._..-.:.._T_u_es_. ._..-.:..7:..:•.:.30-:....:1:;:0::.0-'-__.:....;J:..._F_ol_e:..y __
SCHOOL OF RADIO TECHNOLOGY AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
(incorporating Air Navigation Section)
CONSULTANTS:
THE PRINCIPAL.
Head of Department: H. HODGENS, ASSOC.I.E.E.
liME-TABLE OF EVENING COURSES:
Post Office Engineering.
Technical Telegraphy and Telephony.
. .'
Radio Communication and Engineering.
Testing, Maintenance and Servicing of Radio
Equipment.
Graduateship Examination, B.I.R.E.
Associate Membership Examination, I.E.E.
State Certificates of Proficiency-Radio Officers
(Marine and Aircraft).
Air Navigation-Courses for Civil Aviation Navigators'
Licence Examinations.
Radar and Radar Systems.
RADIO TECHNOLOGY AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
The Course offered in this section of the Evening School Curri-
culum fully cover the requirements of all external Examining Bodies
associated with this branch of Engineering Technology, including the
Institution of Electrical Engineers, the British Institution of Radio
Engineering, the Radio Trades' Examination Board, the City and
Guilds of London Institute, the Department of Posts and Telegraphs
and the Department of Education.
The Courses include theoretical and practical instruction in all
grades, and are intimately a sociated with practical trade and occu-
pational interests, as well as with general professional and proficiency
standards and certification for employment.
ADMISSiON OF STUDENTS. Intending students must not be less
than sixteen years of age and shall be required to show evidence of
ability to profit by the instruction before being admitted to any stage
of a Course.
CLASS REGISTRATION. Registration on CIa s Roll and entry on
the Course of Study provided by any Class may be made only on
presentation to the Lecturer or Instructor of the appropriate Official
Receipt and Class Ticket.
SESSIONAL EXAMINATIO S AND CLASS
PROMOTIO REGULATIONS.
Examinations are held at end of Session in respect of each class-
subject; no student shall be admitted to the Examinations who has
not made at least three-fourths of the possible attendance, except in
very special circumstances and at the discretion of the Principal.
Promotion to a Higher Stage of in truction in any subject is con-
tingent on passing the Sessional Examinations in the Lower Stage.
An Experimental Record Book is required to be maintained by
each student of a Laboratory Class; an a sessment shall be made at
end of Session of each student's progress in laboratory technique and
experimental ability.
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SCHOOL OF RADIO TECHNOLOGY AND
TELECOMMUNICATIONS.
EVENING COURSES.
TRACHERDaySUBJECT~~. I
~
--'----------------'-----'-----'-------
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (LINE)•
• PRELIMINARY COURSES-Fee, 10/- per Course.
• POST OFFICE ENGINEERING
IPOl'tOffic·eEnglneerlng-T. .. IMon. ..\ 7.309.30 \19 IW.O'Connor; J.DevonInstrument and Wlrln~ (Pr) " FT!. .. 7.30 9.30 1 do. do.
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY
• INTERMEDIATE COURSES-Fee. 10/- per Course.
I STAGE 1Techlllcal Telegraphy- J. Thuro.. . 7.30-9.30 17 J. Mollonagh
I
Magnetl.m and Electricity II . . Fri. 7.8010.0 12,10,8 E. Hanly
STAGE I!
Technical Telegrapby-JI. Tuesday... 7.30-9.30 10 T. P. Sherldan
TECHNICAL TELEPHONY
• INTERMEDIATE COURSEs-Fee, 10/- per Courae.
1291{ STAGE ITechnical Telephony· 1. Wed. 7.30 9.30 4 J. ~lcDonagh
Mnglletl.m and Electricity - U Fr!. 7.30 10.0 12·10 E. Hanly
8
1301<
STAGE 11
Technical Telephony-HA Wed. 7.30-9.30 10 J. W. Devon
Magnetism and Electricity-Ill ... Tues. 7.30·10.0 5·10 E. V. Cleary
131 I< STAGE 111Tech. Telephony -JIB Fri. 7.30-9.30 19 J. W. Devon
Mag. and E1ect.- III Tuep. 7.30·10.0 5·10 E. V. Cleary
• FINAL COURSE-Fee. 20/- per Course.
\
FINAL GRADE I I I
1321t Tr,,".ml••lon and Line. .. Mon. .. 7.809.30 2
.A CJs88 In Mathelllatlcs may be taken In addition, 80"-c.mmodalfon permiUlng.
__----~------_:Ttf
EVENING COURSES
No.
of
Course
SUBJECT TEACHER
TELECOMMUNJC-ATIONS ENGINEERING (RADIO)
COURSE FOR THE INTERMEDIATE CERTIFICATE IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (CITY AND
GUILDS OF LONDON INSTITUTE).
Fee, 10/- per Course.
First Yea' :
IS3K Telecommunications (Principles) I.), KaneI ... Friday 7.30-10.0 12-10-8
Telecommunications Practice Monday 7.30-9.30 11 T. ]. Carroll
Mathematics, III Thursday 7.30-9.30 6 J. D. Hackett
StcOlld Year:
134K Telecommunications (Principles)
II ... Tue,day 7.30-10.0 6-10-6 E. V. Cleary; I. Derbal
Radio, I Wednesday 7.30-9.30 11 T. ]. Carroll
Mathematics IV Monday 7.30-9.30 6 C. 0 CearbballL
COURSE FOR THE FINAL CERTIFICATE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERING (CITY AND GUILDS).
Fee, 20/- per Course.
Thi,d Year:
l36K Telecommunications (Principles)
III Tu day 7.30-10.0 6 P. ]. Byrne
Radio, Il Monday 7.30-10.0 13 H. de Lacy'; J. Kant
Mathematics, V Friday 7.30-9.30 6 C. 0 Cealbhalll
Fou,th Yea' :
l36K Telecommunications (Principles)
IV ... Friday 7.30-10.0 13 H. de Lacy; J. Kane
Radio, III Wednesday 7.30-10.0 13 (H. de Lacy; J. Kane
Mathematics, VI fonday 7.30-9.30 17 ]. M. Forde
TESTING, MAINTENANCE AND SERVICING OF
RADIO EQUIPMENT.
(CERTIFICATES OF RADIO TRADES EXAMINATIONS BOARD).
PRELIMINARY COURSE-Fee, 10/- per Course.
1371( Electrical Engln,erlni-I .. 'l'hllr~. 7.80-10.0 12-10-8 { M. J. Nool,e ;
O. lIlcDermott
1Il1ltbcrnutlc., I (or hJiher el.:'ie) Friday 7.80 9.30 8a A. D. II'hel80
11'orkehop Practice Tu 8. 7.30-10.0 1 J. Foley
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EVENI G COURSES
No. I01
~rae
SUBJECT I Day Hour I Room I TXACHER
INTERMEDIATE COURSE-Fee, 10/- per Course.
GRADE I
RadIo i:lervlce-l
Electrical Englncering-I I
Matbemntlcs-II
"1 Tue·.
.. ~ron.
.• Thursday
7.30-9.30
7.30 10.0
7.30-0.30
9
4
8A
T. J. Carroll
E. Hanly; P.]. Byrne
A. D. Wbelnn
FINAL COURSES-Fee, 20/- per Course.
8glt
GRADE 11
RadIo Servlce-II. \\·e<l. 7.30-930 0 F. Day·L~wI8
Alternate C"rrent I .. Tues. 7.:lO 10.0 4·6 G. K. Ring
~lathematlCil-11I '['hula. 730 9.30 6 A. C. Lawlor
to IRadio Service-Ill .. Tllur_. 7.30 9.30 9 F. Day·L9wl8
11: \\ ave Motion nnd Sound ~Ion. 7.30 9.30 9 F. Nolan
Eleclronlcs-I .. . . 'I'U~R. 7.30-9.30 la ]. Kane
r---...!..
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING (RADIO)
BRITISH INSTITUTION OF RADIO ENGINEERS.
COURSE FOR GRADUATESHIP EXAMINATIONS.
E. Hanly; J. K.ne
G. Be,nfeld; ]. Kane
12-10 8
12 10
10/- per Course.
17.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
PART I Fee,
I
First Year:
Magnetism and Electricity 11 Friday
General Science and Hea t, 11 ~Ionday
~Iathcmati (Optional) \5 arrang.cl
1121{ Suolld Year:Magneti m and EI<'Ctricity, IIf Tuesday 7.30-10.0 17 10 E. V. Cleary
Light, 11 Wedn .day 7.:11) lO.O 8-11) ~1. Sbeeby
\Vav{' ~1otiol1 mu Souud ~I"nd.lr i.ao tl.3U F. Nolan
T. ]. Carr,,1I
C. 0 Cearbhaill
]. Kan"
11
r;
9
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
per COUr81:!.PART II-Fee, 10/-
1431{ ~:~: i::~~OI"iY' 1Wedne<day
Mathematics, lV Monday
El Ironies Tuesday
---.....-.'---------'-,----'-------'----'-------
6EVENING COURSES.
No. I
of
Course
SvBJECT DAY HOUR ROOM TEACHJiR
PART Ill-Fee, 20/- per Cour~e.
Fou,th Yea,.-
IHK Radio Technology, II Monday 7.30-10.0 13
Telecommunications, III Tuesday 7.30-10.0 6
Mathematics, V (Optional) Friday 7.30-9.30 5
H. de Lacy
P. ]. Byrne
O. 0 Oearbballl
Fifth Yea,.-
115K Radio Technology, Ill... Wednesday
Telecommunications, IV Friday
Mathematics, VI (Optinnal) Monday
7.30-10.0
7.30 -10.0
7.30-9.30
13
13
17
H. de Lacy
H. de Lacy
]. M. Forde
Students should consult the Principal or a Lecturer before enrolling.
The following Qualifications, conferring full or partial exemption in relation to the
Graduateship Examination, should be noted:
FULL EXEMPTION.
City and Guilds of London Institute, Grade II and Final Examination in Radio Comj 'tllutllcatlOn with first class passes, together with a pass in Technical Electricity, Grade I·
EXEMPTION FROM PARTS I AND II ONLY.
The Examination of the Institution of Electrical Engineers lor Associate Membership,
provided Electrical Communications has been taken as an optional subject.
EXEMPTION FROM PART I ONLY.
First Science or Intermediate Examination of any approved University, with passes in
"Mathematics," U Physics" and H Electricity."
H. de Lacy
H. de Lacy
]. W. Devon
A. ]. L tton19
13
13
I
Radio Communic~ltions
or Line Communications
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERING
INSTITUTION OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS.
ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP COURSE
SECTION A-Fee, 20/-.
IU3K English ... Thursday 7.30-9.30 S. Moyniban
Mathematics, VI Monday 7.30-9.30 17 ]. M. Forde
Principles of Electricity Tuesday 7.30-10.0 6-10-6 E. V. Clear,;] J)e,hlUJl
Applied Mechanics, III Wednesday 7.30-9.30 17 ]. M. Forde
Applied Heat, III Friday 7.30-9.30 17 R. W. Ryder
ECTION B-Fee, 20/-.
Wednesday 7.30 10.0
Friday 7.30-10.0
Monday 7.30- 9.30
Friday 7.30- 9.30
IWK
Students should consult the Principal or a Lecturer before enrolling. It should be noted
that exemption from Part II of the Associate Membership Examination is accorded to
holders of one of the following Qualifications of the City and Guilds of London Institute:
(i) Grade II Certificate in Technical Electricity, plus the Grade II Certificate in
Telegraphy.
(ii) Grade III Certificate in Radio-Communication.
(Iii) Grade IT Certificate in Transmission and Lines.
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EVENI G COURSES.
AND SECOND
MERCANTILE
COURSES FOR THE CERTIFICATION (FIRST
CLASS) OF RADIO OFFICERS FOR THE
MARINE AND AIR SERVICES.
For addirional information in regard to the Cours.., see pages 3:> to 38. [Day Courses].
COURSES.
Course Fee: £4 per Session.
147K Proficiency Certificate ( farine).
I48K Proficiency Certificate (Aircraft).
149K Combined Course (Manne and Aircraft).
JOINT TIME-TABLE (MARINE AND AIRCRAFT).
SEPTEMBER TO JULY
ill'
9.30
9.30
10.0
10.0
10.0
9.80
10.0
9.0
10.0
SUBJ~CT Year Day Room Ho
-----------------_. ---- ------- ------- --
gneti.m and Electricity ... ... .. I Friday ... 12·10-8 7.30-
ernate Current- Summl'r Term
'"
... I I Friday .. 1~-10-6 7.:30-trical Machines-Summer Term ... ... 1 Thursday .. 6 7.30-
rse Code Fractice, including Tues.• Wed.
Marine and Aircraft Operating rrocedure ... I Thursday ... 8c 7.30-
rse Code Practice, etc. ..
'"
.. 11 Wed., Thurs.
Friday .. 8c 7.30-
diotechnology (Marine Aircraft and
DIrechon Finding) ... .. H Thursday ... 11 7.30-
diotechnology, Practical ... ... .. 11 Tues., Fri. 11 7.0 •
Its : Regulations (Marir.e) ... ... .. 11 Wednesday 8c 8.0 -
1es : Regulations (Aircraft) ... ... 11 Wednesday 80 8.0
Ra
Ra
--
1.10
Ma
Alt
~Iec
1.10
Ru
Ru
---
TEACIIER
"N:-o-.--------------;-----..,----,------,---------
01 S""JECT Day Hour 1RoomI
~"e
150K
MORSE
ITelegraphy Practice
CODE PRACTICE-Fee, 20/- per Session.
SEPTEMBER TO JULY
... ITues., Wed or I7.30-9.30 I 8c IM. ]. O'Rorke
Wed., Fri. ... .J. Blenlerh8s'ett
Radiotechnology (Lec.) ...
(Radio Olficers)
RADIOTECHNOLOGY Fee:. £2 per 5ossion.
SEPTEMBER TO JULY
... I Thur.. ... r 7.30-9.:10 I 11 Hodgens
ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY: ALTERNATE CURRENT (RADIO OFFICERS)
Summer Term-Fee, 20/-.
152K IAlternate Current '1 !leory ... FJld., 7.30.10.0 12-111 B. Dixon
Eleetrlcul ~r", hlne. LabOratory Monday ... I 7.:)0-10.0 6 G. K. IlIng
Radar PrincipJ
RADAR AND RADAR SYSTEMS-Fee, £2.
JANUARY TO JULY
at time to 11,' arranged 13 U. de Lacy; U. lJockeDS
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EVE ING COURSES
Air N avigatioll-Civil A,riation
Courses in AIR NAVIGATION subjects in preparation for
the State Examinations for Air Navigators' Licences;
First and Second Class.
The Courses offer facilities for specialised instruction based on the
Syllabuses for the First and Second Class Licence Examinations
conducted by the Department of Industry and Commerce.
Applicants for admission to the Cour es for the Second Class
Licence must have attained proficiency in Plane Trigonometry up to
the general solution of triangles and in the use of six-figure
logarithms; applicants for admission to the Courses for the First
Class Licence must have acquired, in addition, an elementary know-
ledge of spherical trigonometry.
Suitable tutorial classes in Mathematics, including elements of
Vector Algebra, Plane and Spherical Trigonometry are ordinarily
available.
NOTE re GRANT OF LICENCES
The granting of Licences to successful examinees i contingent on
submitting acceptable evidence of actual flying experience as Pilot or
Javigator to the minimum extent of 300 " flying" hours 111 respect
of the Second CIa s Licence, and of 600 " flying" hours in respect
of the First Class Licence.
SYLLABUSES OF INSTRUCTION
The Examination Syllabuses are tho e approved by the Inter-
national Civil Aviation Organisation (LC.A.O.); these are ubject
to revision and amendment from time to time.
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EVENI G COURSES
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Fee. £2 per Section.
(September to May)
154K Section A: (i) Air Navigation, including D.R. and Radio D.F. Navigation.
(11) international and Air Legislation.
Instructor: Capt. B. M. Flana~an.
155K Section B: (iii) Form of the Earth, Maps and Charts.
(IV) Earth's Magnettsm and the Compass.
Instructor: Commdt. M. Higgills.
156K Section C: (v) Meteorology.
Instructor: Commdt. P. Swan.
157K ,<;ection D: (vi) Astronomical Navigation.
Signalling: Common 10 all Sections and optional. Instructor: M. J. O'Rorke.
15~K Full Course: Second Oass Licence Air Navigation, Sections A, B, C.
159K Full Course: First Class Licence Air Navigation, Sections A, B, C, D.
SUMMER TERM REVISION COURSE
Fee. £3.
(May to July)
lWK Air Navigation-All Sections.
JOINT TIME TABLE
(subject to amendment)
Eubj€ct Day Room Bour
----- --- - -
--------
SecUon A Thull'day 13 7.30-10. 0
Section B Friday 9 7.30-10. 0
Sectlon C '1 ue.day 8a 7.30- 9.30
Seetleu D Weduesdsy .. 2 7.80- 9.80
SI~osllh g (.Jao. t" )Jay) MondsY c 7.30- 9.80
CIVIL AIRPORT CONTROL OFFICERS
It should be noted that the Courses in Air avigation for the
Second Class Licence are open to Aircraft Radio Officers anxious to
qualify for po ition as Airport Control Officers. For the time being,
a PASS in the Second Class Licence Examination i requisite as a
qualification for such appointments.
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School of Bakery
STAFF:
Chief instructor: SAl\lUEL AN'rHONY, Diploma, National Association
of Master Bakers, Confectioners and Caterers; Full Tech-
nological Certificate in Breadmaking and Flour Confectionery,
City and Guilds of London Institute.
Confectionery Decoration: W. CLARKE.
Breadmaking: W. FRANEY.
BAKERY PRACTICE AND TECHNOLOGY
The Courses are organised to provide for the full technical train-
ing of Bakehou!,e Apprentices in the theory and practice of Bread-
making and Flour Confectionery, during the period of apprenticeship.
The work of the classes is under the supervision of an Advisory
Committee representative of the Irish Bakers', Confectioners' and
Allied Workers' Union and of the Association of Master Bakers.
The practical classes are conducted on each afternoon excepting
Saturday, from 12.30 to 6.30 p.m. The ancillary instruction in
Bakery Science and Calculations and in Art is given in Evening
Classes.
APPRENTICE DAY COURSES
Sessional Course Fee, 10/-.
Time Table
27D. Bakery Practice and Technology
Day Time Subject Room Teacher
Monday ... 12.00-3.00 Bakery Practice lA 20 Mr. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 do. IIIA 20 do.
Tuesday ... 12.00-3.00 Bakery Practice IIA 20 ~[r. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 do. IVA 20 do.
Wednesday... 12.00-3.00 Bakery Practice IIB 20 lIfr. \Vm. Franey
3.30-6.30 do. NB 20 do.
Thursday ... 12.00-3.00 Bakery Practice IB 20 Mr. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 do. IIIB 20 do.
Friday ... 12.00-3.00 Bakery Practice le 20 Mr. S. Anthony
3.30-6.30 do. ID 20 do.
0
CERTIFICATE COURSES IN BREADMAKING AND
FLOUR CONFECTIONERY
The Certificate Courses in both subject follow the Syllabu~es of
the Examinations of the City and Guilds of London Institute. The
requisite ancillary subjects to Bakery Practice include PhysIcs.
Chemistry. Cereal Science. l\licrobiology and Decorativ{' Art.
The classes in ancillary subjects to be taken by the student in each
year of a Cour~e will be determined in consultation with the
Principal.
28D. Certificate Com e Fee, 20/- per Session.
EVENING COURSE IN BAKERY PRACTICE-BREADMAKING
(Journeymen).
Course Fee, 10/. per Session.
167K Bakery Practice Wed. 7.30-10 20 S..\nthony
20 W. Clarke
S. Anthony
PRELIMINARY COURSE (3rd and 4th Year APPRENTICES):
Couree Fee, 20/. per Senion.
Design, Icing, Piping Mon. 7.30·10
EVENING COURSES IN CONFECTIONERY DECORATION
168K
169K INTERMEDIATE COURSE (JOURNEYMEN):
Course Fee, 20/. per Session.
Design, Icing, Piping ... Tues. 7.30·10 20 W. Clarke
ADVANCED COURSE (JOURNEYMEN):
Course Fee, 20/. per Session.
Design, Icing, PipIDg ... Thurs. 7.30-10 20 W. Clarke
BOOT AND SHOE MANUFACTURE
HANDICRAFT AND FACTORY OPERATIVE COURSES.
The aim of these classes is to give a knowledge of the various
branches of the trade to apprentices and improvers, who, owing to the
increased use of machinery, are usually confined to one of the many
branches of the Boot Trade.
Several machines have been added to the equipment.
=-__-----..----82
DAY APPRENTICE SCHOLARSHIP COURSE
BOOTMAKING
1 his Full-time Day Course extends over two Session and is con-
ducted under the terms of the Day Apprentice Scholarship Scheme.
The Course provides 30 hours of instruction per week, of which
approximately 20 hours are devoted to practical instruction in Boot-
making.
EVENING COURSES AND TIME TABLE
Course Fee, 10/- per Session.
HANDICRAFT.
Room
l71K Boot and Shoe Making-I. Tu .. Th. 7.30-10.0 3 K. English &
M. English
172K Boot and Shoe Making-IT. Tu .. I h. 730-10.0 K. Engltsh &
~L English
173K Boot and Shoe Making-Ill. Mo. We 7. ,0-10.0 K. English &
of. English
BOOT FACTORY OPERATIVES' COURSE.
Oicking and Pattern Cutting-I.
Factory Methods and Operations-I.
M. 8.0-10.0
W. 8.0-10.0
IRISH LANGUAGE I GENERAL COURSES
Registered students may take Irish as an additional subject on
payment of a fee of 2/6. Graded classes in Irish are organised in
several institutes, and students are advised to consult the General
Time-table of Irish Classes as displayed or the Notice Board, in order
to ascertain the most convenient centre.
LANGUAGES FOR STUDENTS OF TECHNOLOGY
Technical German.
Technical French.
Classes will be organised for students of Applied Science in Irish,
German, and French. It is the general aim of the instruction to
impart a sufficient grasp of the usage of each language in scientific
and technical literature; also, the instruction is generally suitable as a
preparation for Preliminary, Professional and University of London
B.Sc. Degree examinations.
A class will be formed only on condition of there being a minimum
enrolment of eight students.
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PRE~SPECIALISATION COURSES
conducted at
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES, MARINO AND CAPEL STREEl
(Science, Mathematics and Mechanical Drawing)
Fee. ID/-per Course.
Intending students of Specialised subjects in the Departments of Physics,
Chemistry and Biology, Electrotechnology and Telecommunications who do not satisfy
the Educational Entrance Standard for admission to such CouT'es. are required to
attend and complete satisfactorily a Pre-Specialisation Evening Course conducted
in the above Institutes.
Satisfactory completion of a Pre-Specialisation Course will be certified; the Pre-
Specialisation Evening Course Certificate will admit to enrolment in a Specialised
Course in the Institute of Science and Technology in the succeeding Session.
Section
Section AI
Section BI
Section Cl
Time
7.30~9.30
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
TIME TABLE.
Science
Monday
Wednesday
Friday
Mathematics
Wednesday
Friday
Monday
Mechanical
Drawing
Friday
lIIonday
Wednesday
RADIO
SCHOLARSHIPS AND PRIZES.
THE FOY SCHOLARSHIP I APPLIED CHEMISTRY
A former student of the Institute, Mr. W. P. Armstrong, has
established a Scholarship in Chemistry to be called the" Foy Scholar-
ship." The annual value of the Scholarship is about £14, being the
proceeds of an investment of £500 in Dublin Corporation Stock.
The Scholarship is awarded each Session on the result of an
Examination in Chemistry, usually held in May. All students who
have attended regularly during two Sessions in the Chemistry
Department are eligible to compete, and the student to whom the
Scholarship is awarded must pursue his studies in the Chemistry
Department during the following Session.
W.D.A. TRAI EE SCHOLARSHIP I
SERVICE WORK
The Wireless Dealers' Association has instituted a scholarship
award, to be competed for in each Session by students completing
the Day Course in Radio Service Work. The value of the Scholar-
ship is £50. The Holder is required to spend a total period of
16-18 weeks in the Service Departments of Irish Radio Firms and
Manufacturers, during which period the Holder will receive pay-
ment in three instalment of the Scholarship Grant.
The co-operating firms are :-Pye (Ireland), Ltd.; Philip
(Ireland), Ltd.; and Electric and Musical Industries (Ireland), Ltd.
IRISH PROFICIENCY SCHOLARSHIPS entitle the holders to free
entry to Day Junior Technical Course in Electrotechnology and
Science and to an annual payment of £3 to cover the cost of boob
and equipment. The Scholar hips are awarded on the results of an
oral examination in Irish. Candidates are first required to pas
qualifying examination in Iri h, Mathematic, and English. These
examinations are held in the month of J line.
GAEDHEALTACHT SCHOLARSHIPS, entitling the holders to a Summer
course in the Gaedhealtacht, free of all expense. These Scholarships
are open to competition amongst the students of the Whole-time Day
Courses.
DAY ApPRENTICE SCHOLARSHIPS I BOOTl\1AKINC, entitling the
holders to free training for two years in Whole-time Day Apprentice
Course, together with payment of 12/- per week during the fir t year
and 16/- per week during the second year of the Cour e. On the
completion of the Course, students are accepted as third year
apprentices to the trade. Particulars are published in the Dublin
daily press, in the month of March.
THE DUBLI MECHANICS' I STITUTE
SCHOLARSHIPS
The Residuary Fund of the Dublin Mechanics' Institute has been
made available for Industrial Scholarships under the management of
the Vocational Education Committee.
One Scholarship will be awarded annually in the Electrical Engin-
eering and Physics Group. The Scholarship is tenable for three years,
and its value about £3 per year.
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Candidates must be engaged in an Operative Trade as Apprentices
or Learners. They must be between the ages of 16 and 19, and must
have attended a Technical Course during the preceding School
Session and made 80 per cent. of the possible attendances in two of
the subjects of the Course in which they are entered.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION (TECHNICAL
I STRUCTION BRANCH)
The Department of Education offers, from time to time, Scholar-
ships in certain selected Trades to apprentices who have completed
the second year of apprenticeship. These Scholarships are announced
in the public press.
PRIZES.
BREADMAKING AND FLOUR CONFECTIONERY
Annual Awards are made by the Irish Bakers', Confectioners' and
Allied Workers' Union of a Silver Medal and a Bronze Medal to
each of the classes of the Course for Bakery Apprentices, viz., First,
Second, Third and Fourth Year Classes, in respect of First and
Second Places in the Ses ional Examinations held in the month of
June in each Session.
FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY PRIZES. The Irish Flour Millers'
Association offers, annually, prizes to the value of £37 10s. for award
to students attending the Courses who have attained successes in the
Department of Education Examinations.
RADIO SERVICE WORK
Awards of Prizes to the value of £20 are made each year by the
Irish Radio Manufacturers' and Wholesalers' Association and the
Wireless Dealers' Association to successful students of the Day and
Evening Courses.
GENERAL CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOLS
UNDER THE CONTROL OF
The City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, BOLTON STREET.
Arcbitecture.
Civil Engineering.
Ouantlty and Building Surveymlr.
Building Science.
Surveying and Levelling.
Building Trade••
Furniture Trade•.
Coacbbulldlng. Coacbtrlmmlng and Coach·
painting.
Electric Welding. Printing and Book Production.
Day Junior Tecbnical Cour•••.
Day Apprentice Courses.
Mecbanlcal Englneerlnlr.
Motor Car Englneerlnlr.
Marine Engineering.
Naval Arcbitecture.
Mechanical Engineering Trade•.
Motor Car Engineering Trades.
Smltbwork and Art Ironwork.
Brassfini.bln!l'.
Watcbmaklng.
Oxy-Acetylene and
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE. CAPEL STREET
Continuation Courses.
Manual In.truction.
Trade Cla••e.:-Tailoring.
Po.t Office Me••enger•.
Day Junior Tecbnlcal Cour.es.
Bootmaklng. Halrdres.inlr.
CABRA TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
Day Junior Technical Scbool.
Day Scbool of Commerce.
Subjects. Metalwork. Domestic Science and Houaecralt.
Woodwork. Phy.ical Training. Gardening.
Science and Mathematics.
General Commercial
Languages.
INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY-KEVIN ST.
Pure and Applied Matbematlcs.
Pure and Applied Physics.
Pure and Applied Cheml.try.
Pby.lcal Cheml.try.
Bio-Chemi.try: Botany.
Bacteriology: Biology.
Pbarmacy.
Industrial Tecbnology: Manufactures.
illuminating Engineering.
Bootmaking.
Opbthalmic Optic•.
Electrical Engineering and Allied Trade•.
P.O. Engineering Technology.
Instrument Making.
Radio Engineering and Service Work.
Radio 1'elegrapby (Radio Officer.).
Radar and Radar Sy.tem.
Air Navigation.
Bakery Science and Practice.
P ARNELL SQUARE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
Day Scbool of Commerce and Retail Di.trlbution (Girl.).
Day Junior School 01 Dome.tic Economy.
General Commercial Subject.. National Healtb In.urance.
Domestic Science and Houseuaft. Preliminary Examination•.
Languages. Phy.ical Training (Girl.).
Retail Distribution (Drapery and Grocery).
TECHNICAL INSTITUTES.
RINGSEND.
Mechanical Engineering.
Motor Car Enll'lneering.
Oxy.Acetylene and Electric Welding.
Woodworking Trades and Handlcralt.
Day Junior Technical School (Boys).
Ship Con.tructlon.
Special Teach.... Tralolq COW'M.
PEMBROKE
BALLSBRIDGE.
General Commercial Subjects.
Lanpage•.
Dome.tlc Science and Housecralt.
Art and Art Craft•.
Day Commerce Course.
Day Domestic Science Course•.
HARCOURT STREET SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE.
Day Junior Domestic Economy.
Day and Evening Part-Time Cla••e. In Coakery, Needlework. Dres.making, etc.
GENERAL CURRICULUM OF THE SCHOOLS
UNDER THE CONTROL OF
The City of Dublin Vocational Education Committee
THE HIGH SCHOOL OF COMMERCE.
Rathmlnes Road. Phone 92374.
JUNIOR DAY SCHOOL COURSES.
Preparatory (Boys). Commerce (Boys and Girls), 1st and 2nd Year.
SENIOR DAY SCHOOL COURSES.
Matriculation. Secretarial. Commercial Diploma.
Continuation Education for Youth3 in Employment.
Retail Practice for Trainees (Boys).
EVENING COURSES
Languages.
Leatherwork.
Office Practice (Book-keeplnl(, Commerce,
etc.).
Physical Training.
Preliminary Examination•.
Promotion Examinations.
Secretarial (Shorthand, Typewrltlng, etc.)
Transport.
Window and Shop Display.
Woodwork for Adults.
Accountants and Auditors.
Advertising and Publicity.
Art In Industry and Commerce.
Banking and Finance.
Bookshop Practice and Literature.
Clerical Occupations.
Company Secretaries.
Cost and Works Accountants.
Economics and Social Science.
Government Accountancy and Finance.
Income Tax Law and Practice.
Insurance (Industrial).
RATHMINES SCHOOL OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE.
Rathmines Road. Phone 91780.
DAY COURSES.
Preparatory (Girls). Junior Day Technical School (Girls).
MORNING. AFTERNOON AND EVENING COURSES.
Cookery. Embroidery. Household Manal'ement. Knitting.
Dre..maklng. Housecraft. Needlework. Laundry.
ST. MARY'S COLLEGE-CATHAL BRUGHA STREET.
Diploma Course (Training Teacher.). Hotel and Institutional Cookery.
Household Management. Apprentice Chefs Course.
Institutional Management. Evening Classea--Cookery, etc.
Dietetics Course
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
Metalwork and Woodwork.
Physical Training.
MARINO
General Commercial Subjects.
Languages.
Domestic Science and Housecraft.
Day Junior Technical School (Boys and Girl.)
Day School of Commerco.
HOWTH TECHNICAL INSTITUTE.
Domestic Science. Art Leatherwork. Woodwork.

